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The book Blooming of Consciousness is an inspiring,
clear expression of the link between humanity and
the divine, and how this eternal connection can be
accessed and realized. Viktorija Kos’ vision rests in
the great wisdom traditions that have consistently
surfaced throughout history. I hope this book enjoys
global readership, because our future on our fragile
planet depends on whether we heed the vital messages in this important volume.
— Larry Dossey, MD, Author: One Mind:
How Our Individual Mind Is Part of a Greater
Consciousness and Why It Matters.

The author of this inspiring book, Blooming of Consciousness, gives us a map of the journey to God-consciousness. The parables and narrations unveil
our mystical dimension which gives meaning to our
life and, as we journey forward through the book, we
become conscious of relating to our self, to others
and to our Source with love and compassion.
— Laleh Bakhtiar, Ph.D., Author of many
titles including Sufi Enneagram: Secrets of the
Symbol Unveiled, Moses and Khidr: Consciousness Between the Two Seas of Reason and
Intuition and Quranic Psychology of the Self:
A Textbook on Islamic Moral Psychology.
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Preface
How to discover the Secret of Life? Man strives to realise his
higher Self and all that surrounds him. As he approaches reality by
means of the senses and intellect, he is constantly confronted by limitations and just spins his wheels. Philosophical and mystical writings
tell us that we have immersed into unconsciousness, not knowing
who we are. Our consciousness is submerged in deep slumber, therefore we cannot find our way out of this darkness of ignorance and
cannot live as liberated beings. Why is this so?
Man is in the process of awakening. All that we do, create and
research is an expression of the eagerness to acquire more awareness.
This book explores the awakening of human consciousness. It contains quotes from wise men, such as Pythagoras, Heraclitus, Buddha,
Laozi, Socrates, Jalaluddin Rumi, Kabir, etc. and artists, philosophers
and quantum physicists, as well as many wonderful stories from the
spiritual traditions, which clearly convey the profound message of
the book.
The higher Self, consciousness, resides in all of us. It is unchanging, despite the ever-changing circumstances. We should never
mistake it for the mind, emotions or intellect. Through the
changing cycles and eras, it is the consciousness that never rises, nor
does it set. The consciousness observes the entire drama of life. We
believe that there is something that transcends joy and sadness,
pleasure and pain, good and bad, earthly life and death – and that is
consciousness. Consciousness is never born, nor does it die.
Wise men remind us that the true aim of life is to discover the
eternal spiritual essence of Man – the consciousness. It is not until the
true nature of our being, consciousness, is revealed, which is absolute freedom and joy, that we can start enjoying life.
8

The content of this book is not only informative, but mainly selfreflective. It touches upon our everyday life. As a wise saying goes:
“An ounce of action is worth a ton of theory.” This was also the principle I followed when writing; drawing from my own experience and
citing wise men whose knowledge springs from their own realisations and experiences.
The book starts with an analysis of the state of consciousness of
present-day Man and the ongoing awakening of consciousness. It then
continues to explain in detail what the mind is, how it works, how it
can be controlled, cleansed, and transcended so that one can experience inner joy. The second part describes how the Supreme Consciousness manifested itself as transcendental Sound and Light. This
subtle Sound or Music which all spiritual or mystical traditions talk
about is the creative life principle, which takes on various forms when
it descends into the lower worlds. All worlds are saturated with subtle
Sound, which the ancient Indian scriptures called Shabda or Nada,
Greeks called it Logos, the Chinese Tao, etc. The third part explains how important it is to transform our character, become good
human beings, and live ethically. It is important to understand the
law of action and reaction, the fundamental law of creation. According to this law, all that we think, say or do has consequences.
The fourth part describes how we can realise our true nature, our
consciousness. When we come into contact with subtle Sound and
meditate on it, we become ever more conscious beings. The Sound
has a cleansing power and purifies the mind of all impressions. When
the veil of numerous thoughts, images and emotions is lifted, we’re
able to see ourselves and the world as it truly is. We find ourselves
in a state of deep joy. The fifth part compares modern physics and
mystical knowledge. The teachings of Pythagoras, who was one of the
greatest scientists and mystics, are also presented.
The last part talks about love, which is the aim of all human aspirations. All of human endeavours, all our efforts, developments, philosophy, art and science, all are in fact but yearning for affection, the
longing to be loved. Love is the nature of our soul, our consciousness.
Wise men speak about the boundless joy and bliss they experienced.
He who loves has become a true human being.
Conversations on the Awakening of Man are written in the form
of a dialogue, which livens up the text and addresses the reader
9

directly. The words of wise men are like a soothing rain that wets the
dry soil of our heart, which grows green, becomes supple and soft, so
that it can give birth to new life. They share with us their pain, how
they fought with the lower self, and remind us that only the one who
drinks the nectar of Love can cleanse oneself of all flaws. It is said that
our eyes were not created solely to observe the rising and setting of
the sun or meadows filled with colourful flowers, but to witness the
great mysteries of inner worlds, the radiant Light of Consciousness.
Nor were our ears made only to listen to one another or to hearken
the singing of birds, but to hear Divine Sound or Music that pervades
all levels of existence.
Who longs to discover true knowledge, to break the shackles of
his mind and become liberated will find in this book a method that
has been applied by wise men and the seekers of truth in order to
behold the eternal mysteries. Intoxicated by Love, the sincere seekers
are led to a place where there is no sorrow and pain, but pure joy,
where everything is permeated with Love.
Wise men, who recognised the essence of their being and all that
exists, address us with powerful, inspiring words and invite us to join
them.
I would like to especially thank to James O’Dea, Dr Larry Dossey, Dr Laleh Bakhtiar, and Prof. Amit Goswami for their reviews.
Thanks also go to my friend Nada Šumi, who encouraged me to
write, Marjan Poboljšaj, Domen Fras, Nina Prešiček, John Croft,
Nithi Subramaniam, Josip Subotičanec, Andrej Kos, Vojko Anzeljc, Marjan Kos, Andro Skaleras, Andreja Žižek Urbas, Dr Manca Košir, Prof. Igor Kononenko, and proofreader Maragaret Davis. I would like to express my gratitude to translator Tom Smith,
my mother, father and my husband Anton Žižek, who constantly encourages and supports me in my work, and I sincerely thank everyone who helped to publish this book.
Viktorija Kos
Ljubljana, January 2020
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II
Awakening
from slumber

You have power over your mind,
not outside events.
~ Marcus Aurelius

Dusk was already falling as Bogomil put the kettle on. Nature,
rocked into slumber, was draped in darkness, torn into by flashes of
lightning and the roaring of thunder. In a light-hearted mood and
accompanied by playful sounds of countless raindrops, they indulged in
a conversation about impenetrable darkness, the likes of which is also
descending over human Souls that are hoping for it to be penetrated by
flashes of higher consciousness.
ALEXANDER. I’m convinced that Man was created to enjoy life.
But what is true enjoyment? This could be the topic of our discussion.
When I’m with my loved ones, in the abundance of nature, when
listening to beautiful music or reading an inspiring book, I can easily
say that I’m enjoying myself. I might seem at peace, but if I’m honest,
I have to confess, I’m often rather sad. I’m not really satisfied. There’s
a looming feeling of incompleteness. It’s rather difficult to explain.
Sometimes I perceive life to be one big meaningless rush. I’ve been
contemplating on this matter for a while now, but haven’t been able
to identify the real cause behind it.
BOGOMIL. I had similar feelings years ago, yet I was fortunate
enough to receive the answers I was looking for. Now, my understanding of the state of Man is much clearer.
We live merely on the level of the body and mind, while our inner
Self, our Soul, sleeps. We’re not truly awakened, and therefore cannot
truly enjoy life. It’s impossible for someone who’s in deep slumber to
experience the beauties nature has to offer, or taste delicious foods,
engage in interesting conversations, to be loved, and so on. It isn’t
until one awakens from his sleep that he can begin to enjoy all these
things.
ALEXANDER. And how do we wake?
BOGOMIL. First, our overpraised mind, which claims to have the
last word and steers our life, has to be calmed, tamed. We shouldn’t
indulge it too much. Instead, we should listen to it only to the point
where it does not cause too much harm. If we oppose it, the mind will
31

become even more obstinate and demanding. The mind, you see, is
as stubborn as a donkey – the more we oppose it, the more it resists.
One day, Nasreddin was riding a donkey. Suddenly, something
frightened the animal, and off it went into a gallop. When he came
across a fellow villager, the latter asked him:
“Where are you galloping to?”
“Don’t ask me,” replied Nasreddin. “Ask the donkey!”
If we let our mind (the donkey) take lead of our lives, we find ourselves in an unpleasant and dangerous situation. When this happens,
our behaviour is that of a blind person – we don’t know in which
direction we’re heading or what our destination is.
The mind is a powerful adversary and continuously torments us.
However, if we befriend it, we’ll be able to tame and control it.
I recall a story about a man who went on a journey. He carried
with him a great deal of luggage, packed with things of great worth.
On his way, he met six bandits. Given the six-to-one odds, he felt
rather helpless and feared they would steal his precious belongings.
After some hesitation, he addressed them: “Dear friends, I am most
glad I have met you. I kindly ask you to take good care of my belongings till we reach our destination.”
Just as this man befriended the thieves who were trying to rob
him, so must we befriend our mind, and the latter will no longer pose
a threat.
ALEXANDER. Until I began researching the works of psychologists, I was convinced that my adversaries were my enemies. I wasn’t aware of what is in my mind, all those dark sides it possesses. It was mainly Carl G. Jung who helped me understand myself and the human
condition in general.
BOGOMIL. We constantly project our blame onto others. Wise
men say that our greatest enemy is not other people but our false self,
our ego. Unfortunately, however, we seem to focus very little attention on what goes on in our mind. If we begin to observe ourselves
attentively, we will discover the great confusion that resides within.
ALEXANDER. Everyone has weaknesses and flaws. I’m aware of
mine, at least to a certain extent, and yet I feel that some sort of order
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exists in my mind. Of course I sometimes get irritated, but that, after
all, is entirely normal.
BOGOMIL. I beg to disagree. We should maintain a constant peace with ourselves. It is anger that always disrupts this peace. The
mind is an inveterate destroyer of peace. Whenever we succumb to
anger, we become unconscious. And yet our true nature is pure consciousness. When we become conscious beings, we realise that the
life we led before was like a film or a theatre play. When watching a
film, I know that what’s happening on the screen isn’t real. Thus, in
a similar way, when my consciousness is fully awakened, I’ll be able
to realise what is going on in my head, my thoughts and the external
world as something that isn’t in fact real.
ALEXANDER. So what then is real?
BOGOMIL. Eastern philosophies talk about the world being an
illusion, a mind game. Edgar A. Poe once posed the following question: “Is all that we see or seem but a dream within a dream?”24
ALEXANDER. I’m not sure what to think of this. Philosophers
and psychologists believe that the things we see and perceive are a
subjective perception of an objective world.
BOGOMIL. We don’t understand the true nature of things but
only their external appearance. We live in ignorance. Wise men say
that the physical world is illusionary and that the life we live is a dream concocted by our mind. Although one both enjoys life and suffers, this is in fact a game of the mind. It’s not our true nature. We
exist in three states of consciousness: awakened, a dream state, and
deep slumber.
ALEXANDER. William Shakespeare wrote the following: “We are
such stuff as dreams are made on, and our little life is rounded with
a sleep.”25
You say that Man isn’t conscious. Jung believed that a great portion of the human mind is unconscious. It seems certain scientists
have gained deeper insights into human nature.
BOGOMIL. The western researchers of the human mind, above
all Jung, who you’ve mentioned, have come to the same realisations
that wise men have been talking about since time immemorial.
24
25

Edgar A. Poe, 2007: 327.
William Shakespeare, 2004: 82.
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ALEXANDER. A person is therefore to a large extent unconscious, and yet his intelligence is remarkable.
BOGOMIL. Yet this doesn’t solve basic problems of human existence. True change will only come when Man will awaken as a spiritual being. Only then will he live consciously and won’t inflict harm
on himself and others.
ALEXANDER. Is it possible to attain such a state of consciousness? A state where our behaviour is in harmony with everything and
we never harm anyone?
BOGOMIL. First we must look within, identify our weaknesses
and comprehend the reasons why we behave the way we do.
ALEXANDER. Jung says: “Your vision will only become clear
when you can look into your own heart. […] Who looks outside,
dreams; who looks inside, awakens.”26
BOGOMIL. When our consciousness begins to awake, we realise
that our mind is putting on a show. We come to know that we don’t
have one but numerous faces, many masks. Our moods, our feelings, are constantly changing, from day to day, hour to hour. All these
feelings wash over each other throughout our lives, like the waves of
an ocean. The mind is a great showman who enjoys immensely his
own performance. It amuses itself with haughty exhibitionism and
hollow vanity.
ALEXANDER. Well, perhaps I was more confused than I initially
thought. Why do we possess so many feelings? How come we can be
happy one minute, then in tears the next?
BOGOMIL. It’s a result of our past actions. We’re constantly faced
with their consequences.
ALEXANDER. So you’re saying that everything that’s happening
in my life is a result of my past?
BOGOMIL. Yes, indeed I am. Growing up, I often questioned
who in fact I was. There was no exit from the labyrinth of immense
pain. A feeling would sweep over me that told me I’m not what I feel.
For a brief moment I transcended this experience, but unfortunately
I was soon overcome with the same familiar sadness. On the outside
I was doing fine. I had a loving family and an interesting job. And yet,

26

Carl G. Jung, 2015: 33.
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the source of those feelings of looming loneliness, the sense of being
at the mercy of the unknown, that source remained hidden.
During those moments, my interlocutor was Rainer M. Rilke,
who comforted me with the following: If our world has abysses, those
abysses belong to us, if dangers are there, we must strive to love them.
And if only we regulate our life according to that principle which advises us always to hold to the difficult, what even now appears most alien to us will become most familiar and loyal. It is clear that we must
hold to the difficult; everything living holds to it, everything in nature grows and defends itself according to its own character and is an
individual in its own right, strives to be so at any cost and against all
opposition. The fact that a thing is difficult must be one more reason
for doing it. Why do you want to exclude any disturbance, any pain,
any melancholy from your life, since you do not know what work
they are accomplishing within you?27
Throughout his time as professor, Bogomil brought with him books
from which he then read out excerpts to his students. Although retired, he still continued his habit of reading to others.
Later, I studied Jung, who describes our persona as a mask or an
image we present to the world.28 Although we make impressions on
others, our true nature remains hidden.
ALEXANDER. Therefore, this world is like a masquerade ball. I
play many a role in my life – that of a husband, a father, an employee,
etc., yet when I’m alone with myself, I feel like I’m none of these people. As if I were someone else entirely. A person is much more than
he or she shows to the outer world.
The greatest Slovene writer Ivan Cankar says: “The life lived by
this frail body outside under the loud sun is but a hazy reflection, an
opaque metaphor of that other true life, locked within you and me. It
is an opaque metaphor, which obscures and distorts the true face of
man, rather than truly revealing it.”29
27 Rainer Maria Rilke, 2002: 31.39.
28 C.G. Jung, 1991: 20.
29 Ivan Cankar, 1981: 11. Ivan Cankar (1876–1918) was a Slovene writer, playwright, essayist, poet and political activist. Together with Oton Župančič, Dragotin Kette, and Josip Murn, he is considered as the beginner of modernism in
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BOGOMIL. It seems that we in the West are in a much greater
pickle, as we don’t really understand the workings of the mind and
have a rather deluded idea of who we really are. In the East, on the
other hand, human nature has been studied most meticulously. Wise
men say that the mind can be transcended and that Man can reach
a higher level of consciousness, thus attaining true knowledge. It’s
only then that we break free of the shackles of the mind and become
liberated beings.

How the mind works?
ALEXANDER. Rumi says:
“You think of yourself as a citizen of the universe.
You think you belong to this world of dust and matter.
Out of this dust you have created an image of yourself,
and have forgotten about the essence of your true origin.”30
The mind is therefore the entity that creates the image of ourselves. We spend our entire lives in this imaginary game of the mind,
never drawing the curtain of truth.
What else do easterners say about the mind?
BOGOMIL. As I’ve mentioned earlier, people only live on the level of the body and mind. Our energy constantly seeps out through
the five senses: sight, hearing, smell, touch and taste. With tasty and
abundant food, various intoxicants, comfort, etc. it seems that our
consumer-based society is even more sense-oriented. The mind is
like a fly drowning in a pot of honey. It wanted to taste the sweetness,
but ended up losing its life. We fail to understand that these pleasures
are one big delusion. All the while we are in a state of deep slumber,
our lives run their course without awakening.
Slovene literature. He is regarded as the greatest writer in the Slovene language,
and has sometimes been compared to Franz Kafka and James Joyce.
30 Hush, Don’t Say Anything to God: Passionate Poems of Rumi, 2000: 30.
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ALEXANDER. To a certain extent, it is probably quite normal to
get lost in what you’re doing. In any case, the process of the awakening of our consciousness is certainly a long one. Jung says that we
should enter the process of individuation or inner development. This
process involves raising awareness of unconscious psychic contents
or the integration of the unconscious into the consciousness, until an
individual reaches the level of the Self.
BOGOMIL. I believe Jung made an important contribution to the
revaluation of how we view Man and his mind. He presented us with
a deeper insight into our psyche.
The mind is constantly active, always on the lookout. Today, we
are literally bombarded with information, which prompts the mind
to work even harder. With all the irrelevant, even harmful information, we’re becoming numb and are losing our common sense. Life was
much simpler in the past. My head used to be a lot “emptier”, allowing me to think much more clearly. We lived a modest, yet happier
life.
ALEXANDER. But today, people are considerably more knowledgeable.
BOGOMIL. Someone can possess a very broad education, but
that doesn’t mean his conduct is wise or that he comprehends the
essence of life. The knowledge we acquire during our schooling and
from mass media keeps us in a state of ignorance. Socrates said that
the only good is true knowledge and the only evil is ignorance.31
ALEXANDER. Why are we in a state of ignorance?
BOGOMIL. We’ve identified with our senses, thus finding ourselves in a state of oblivion. By chasing after sensual pleasures, we
drove our Soul into a dark corner of an impoverished, shallow world.
We lost ourselves in a multitude of things.
Katha Upanishad says that “as rainwater falling on a mountain
peak flows down the rocks in all directions, even so he who sees the
things as different from Atman runs after them distractedly.”32
Despite the abundance of accumulated knowledge, we don’t
know the true nature of our inner being. The senses and the mind
have their own role to play, but the consciousness, the Soul, is the
31
32

Diogenes Laërtius, the second book, from the chapter on Socrates, 2014.
The Principal Upanişads, 1994: II.1.14.
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most important. Instead of seeking refuge in satisfying our senses,
we should develop our inner power and live like spiritual, conscious
beings. And so it is written:
The self-existent Supreme Lord inflicted an injury
Upon the sense organs in creating them with outgoing tendencies;
Therefore a man perceives only outer objects,
and not the inner Self.
But a wise man who yearns for immortality
Beholds the inner Self with his eyes closed.33
If we focus all our attention on the external world, we never get to
know our true nature. To find out who we really are, we have to look
within, divert our stream of consciousness.
ALEXANDER. Jung says that self-realisation is a natural transformation. The human mind is comprised of the ego, the personal
and collective unconscious. The ego is the centre of the part of the
personality that we’re aware of, while the Self represents both the
conscious and unconscious part.
BOGOMIL. In my student days, I was searching for the answers
that would lead me to understand what the mind actually is. It
seemed much more complex than the Soul. Indian wise men say that
Man is comprised of the body, the mind and the consciousness or
the Soul.
Impressions which are the result of everything we’ve experienced
are stored in the mind. One part of the mind is the intellect or reason, which has the capability of thinking, logical deduction, differentiation and decision-making. It considers the pros and cons and tries
to tackle any problems we may encounter. Yet another part of the
mind is the ego, which is only focused on itself and takes credit for
every accomplished deed.
The mind is comprised of:
• impressions (chitta), where memory is stored;
• the lower mind (manas), connected to the senses;
33

The Principal Upanishads, 2003: II.1.1.
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• the higher mind, the intellect or reason (buddhi), which deduces, judges, differentiates, decides, has the ability of perceiving
intuitively, and is connected to the consciousness;
• the ego (ahankara), which is focused only on itself.
The mind is made of purified matter and functions through the
senses. An individual mind originates from the universal or cosmic
mind. It’s the link between the physical body and the consciousness
or the Soul.
Katha Upanishad tells us that “Beyond the senses is the mind;
above the mind is its essence – intelligence; beyond intelligence is the
universal mind; beyond the universal mind is the unmanifest. Beyond the unmanifest is a Purusha (Self), all-pervading and
imperceptible.”34
Besides the body and mind, Man possesses the Higher Self, also
called the Soul, which is covered by many layers, preventing us from
seeing our true nature – love, peace, wisdom and harmony. The Soul
is pure consciousness. It never dies, nor does it get born. It exists in a
state of constant bliss.
Taittiriya Upanishad says: “Verily, different from this (sheath),
which consists of the essence of the intellect, is within another Self,
which consists of bliss. By this the former is filled.”35
In the centre of the mind is the false self or the ego, while the
Higher Self is the “centre” of the consciousness – our true nature.
ALEXANDER. How are the Soul, mind and the senses connected?
BOGOMIL. Katha Upanishad talks about a carriage as a metaphor for Man. The carriage (cart) symbolises the body, the horses are
the senses, the reins are the mind, and the coachman symbolises our
Higher Self, the Soul. Our Soul has fallen asleep, which means the
coachman is snoozing. He’s let go of the reins, leaving the horses to
pull the carriage with immense speed to who knows where. You can
imagine how dangerous a ride this is.
However, if steered in the right direction, the horses (senses) will
take us to our preferred destination. We have to control them.
34
35

The Principal Upanishads, 2003: II.3.7-8.
The Principal Upanishads, 2003: II.V.2.
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ALEXANDER. Rumi says:
“Thus powerful senses follow your decree,
When intellect’s your master totally:
While you’re awake God makes your senses sleep
To make appear unseen things hidden deep
Inside the Soul; awake, through dream-like vision,
You then can open up the gates of heaven.”36
In other words: He who focuses merely on the senses behaves unconsciously – utterly blindly. What do wise men have to say about
what psychologists call the unconscious?
BOGOMIL. Freud talked about the unconscious, which contains instinctive behaviour and repressed emotions and desires. Yet
the content of the unconscious, as defined by Jung, is everything which
I know, but of which I am not at the moment thinking; everything
of which I was once conscious but have now forgotten; everything
perceived by my senses, but not noted by my conscious mind; everything which, involuntarily and without paying attention to it, I feel,
think, remember, want, and do; all the future things that are taking
shape in me and will sometime come to consciousness.37
Wise men, on the other hand, speak of our unconscious mind
which stores everything we experience in this and past lifetimes.
What Jung calls “the collective unconscious” is part of the universal
mind. Each individual or individual mind is connected to the universal mind. It doesn’t only comprise of all that has ever occurred in
the physical realm, but also what exists in the higher worlds.
ALEXANDER. My understanding of what the mind and Soul
actually are is becoming clearer.
BOGOMIL. The mind is in a constant state of unrest, while man
strives to find a deep peace and happiness, for that is his true nature.
ALEXANDER. I don’t think most people really want peace, but
rather enjoy the noise, the racket, loud music, etc. People don’t want
peace, they’re afraid of it.

36 Rumi The Masnavi, 2013: 113 [1834–1836].
37 C. G. Jung, 1975: 245.
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BOGOMIL. Yes, it appears so. Noise drowns out our inner pain,
the pain we desperately wish to avoid. It hides inside us and if we
try to suppress it, it breaks out in an even scarier form. Life becomes
empty, lost, and we become increasingly alienated. If our gaze would
reach deeper within, we would face sadness with greater patience.
Pain leads us to the deepest chamber of the heart, which is unknown
to us, alien, and this frightens us, it makes us paralysed. The more
open and vulnerable we are, the sooner we will come to know our
true essence, the Soul.
Silence and solitude have become unbearable, because of the pain
that rises from the depths of our being. We try to evade this pain, to
smother it. However, only those who accept it will be liberated and
become conscious beings.
ALEXANDER. “Do you not see how necessary a world of pains
and troubles is to school an intelligence and make it a Soul?”38 is what
John Keats wrote.
BOGOMIL. It’s something we truly lack an understanding of. We
first have to understand the workings of the mind. The latter is a very
leisurely entity. Its motto is to always find the path of least resistance.
It spends all its time trying to avoid pain. It’s very changeable, as it
functions on the basis of gained impressions. When someone praises
us, it feels most flattering, but when we are criticised, our feelings
are hurt. The mind might indeed be ever-changing, yet the Soul is
unchangeable.
The mind is full of impressions which come from the outside world
and from the unconscious. All our experiences are stored in the
mind as impressions that appear in the form of thoughts and feelings.
These are the results of our actions in this lifetime, and if you believe
it, our past ones as well. The mind, therefore, is a huge reservoir of
impressions.
Before leaving the body, people who have been proclaimed clinically dead have had their entire life flash before their eyes. This is
yet another example of how everything we’ve done, every moment of
our lives, is stored in the mind. Our mind is like a camera. It records
everything.

38 Selected letters of John Keats, 2009: 291.
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Some children are prone to feelings of anger from a very young
age, while others are of more peaceful character. Some possess a talent for music, languages or drawing. But what is the reason behind
this? Impressions from their past lives.
Everything we experience – joy, anger, attachment to things or
people – is a result of our past actions. Every thought, word and
action, all have consequences and are stored in the mind in the form
of impressions. It’s due to these that our patterns of behaviour remain
unchanged. We react to similar circumstances in the same way, our
reactions are repetitive.
Rumi says that our mind can fly to great heights but it’s parrotnature keeps pecking on the ground, collecting knowledge that burdens the Soul.39

Thoughts become our destiny
ALEXANDER. How can I free myself from the consequences of
my past?
BOGOMIL. It’s most vital to be mindful, to be aware of your thoughts, words and actions. Thoughts carry incredible worth. It is written in the The Essene Gospel of Peace that a thought is as powerful as
the bolt of lightning that stabs through the storm and splits asunder
the mighty tree. Our task is to learn how to observe our thoughts and
allow them to come and go.
Gautama Buddha once asked his disciple Ananda to fetch some
water form a stream. Ananda went to the stream and found the water
to be murky with mud, for a cart had driven through it. When he
reported this to the Buddha, the latter insisted he bring back some
water. When the disciple returned to the stream, he discovered that
the water was becoming clearer. He waited for a few minutes and was
surprised to see the mud sink to the bottom and the water become
crystal clear. Upon bringing it to the Buddha, his Master said: “When
39 Rumi’s Little Book of Life, 2012: 49.
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we identify ourselves with our thoughts and feelings, we become distracted. We are like that murky water. Yet if we allow our thoughts
and feelings to come and go, they will be like the mud on the bottom
of the stream, leaving us to remain peaceful and clean.”
Our very thoughts have immense power, let alone our words and
deeds. Thoughts give birth to words and words give birth to actions,
which is why we should always be aware of our thoughts. Just like
Buddha said: What you think so shall you become.
ALEXANDER. There has been a lot of talk about positive thinking
in recent years, but what you speak of is something entirely different.
BOGOMIL. An ancient wisdom tells us:
Observe your thoughts, for they become words.
Observe your words, for they become deeds.
Observe your deeds, for they become habits.
Observe your habits, for they become your character.
Observe your character, for it becomes your fate.
Thoughts are therefore not only the cause behind our actions,
they shape our fate. If we think well about someone we care about,
their heart will feel this, and if we think ill of them, they will not look
favourably on us.
A story comes to mind about a minister, who was explaining to
King Akbar40 the power of thoughts. The king asked him:
“How do you know that thoughts have great power?”
“I shall show you by example. Let’s go out.” When they stepped out
of the palace, they saw a man approaching them from afar.
“Think something about the man, and when he arrives, ask what
kind of thought sprang to his mind upon seeing you,” said the minister. The king thought about hitting the man. When the man reached
the two, the king asked him about his thoughts upon seeing him. The
man replied respectfully:
40 Akbar the Great (1542–1605) was one of the mightiest Mogul kings in India. He
was a great lover of art and culture. Many scholars, translators, artists, calligraphers, scribes, bookbinders and readers lived at his court, and many holy men,
poets and architects came to him from all over the world. The Akbar Palaces in
Delhi and Agra were the centres of art and learning.
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“Excuse me, your highness, but truth be told, my first thought was
to punch you with my fist.”
When we think negatively about someone they will feel this and
react accordingly, but when our thoughts are good, so will be the
actions of others. We should be taught from a very young age and at
school how important thoughts are.
ALEXANDER. I remember the following words of a wise man:
Perhaps others might not think of me as a good person, but if I cleanse my heart of bad thoughts, I shall see that every person is beautiful
and possesses within them the Divine spark – the Soul. Then I shall
also see this beauty in those who do not like me.
BOGOMIL. Sometimes I get the feeling my mind is insane, it is
like an enraged elephant, it burdens me ceaselessly with the same
unpleasant thoughts. It’s very difficult to tame it.
When we see someone who is insane talking to himself out loud,
we say that person is crazy, but if we observe ourselves, we see that we
don’t really differ that much from a mad person. We too are chatting
with ourselves all the time. The only difference being we don’t do it
out loud. Our minds are relentless babblers. We are like madmen,
really.
ALEXANDER. The sooner we recognise our madness, the better.
I suppose we all possess a certain level of insanity. One who is honest
and doesn’t pretend is much closer to realising this fact. Dostoyevsky
says that “the more stupid one is, the closer one is to reality. The more
stupid one is, the clearer one is. Stupidity is shortsighted and artless,
while intellect squirms and hides itself. Intellect is knave, but stupidity is honest and straightforward.”41
BOGOMIL. Wise men say that there’s one thing that needs to be
done – cleanse the mind. It’s then that our mental health will return.
ALEXANDER. It appears that the state Man is in is deemed normal. Why change this outlook?
BOGOMIL. True, this state might appear normal in the age we
live in today, but it seems Man has to endure great suffering before
wanting to free himself from his restless mind that causes such unbe-

41 Fyodor M. Dostoyevsky, 2009: 458.
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arable noise. Even when we’re asleep, the mind carries on working in
the form of dreams.
Life is very simple, it’s the mind that causes problems. Rumi says:
“Protect yourself from your thoughts!” If we were able to control our
minds, taking our life into our hands would be a piece of cake.
ALEXANDER. Is that even possible?
BOGOMIL. Yes. Someone once put it very bluntly that the word
‘impossible’ only exists in the vocabulary of fools. A smile appeared
on Alexander’s face.
ALEXANDER. I have to remember that one.

Am I my own master?
BOGOMIL. At a certain period in my life I was observing myself
most attentively and discovered that a discrepancy exists between
what I say and what I do. I wanted to change this. I can’t recall where
I heard the following story, but I remember it well.
It’s about a mother whose child was addicted to sweets. One day,
she decided to take him to the doctor. When the examination was
over, the doctor told them to come back in a week’s time. The mother
returned home happy, for she hoped that during this week the doctor
will have prepared a remedy for her son. When the day of the appointment arrived, the doctor sat the boy down in his lap, looked into his
eyes, and said:
“Alright, sonny, sweets are bad for your health. Don’t eat them any
more!” The mother was taken aback when she heard the doctor and
asked him:
“Is that it? Couldn’t you have told him that last week?”
“No, last week I was still hooked on sweets myself.”
When our words are aligned with our deeds, they possess immense power. I’ve tested this theory myself. When this is so, I’ve noticed how intently people listen and accept what I have to say.
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ALEXANDER. Years ago, I decided that every evening before I
go to sleep I think about what I’ve done that day. Through time, I
noticed how more aware I had become of my actions and even managed to break a few bad habits.
BOGOMIL. I do the same. Either you control your mind or your
mind controls you. It’s very important to take the time to embrace
silence. In his autobiography, Benjamin Franklin tells us how he decided to rid himself of all his bad traits in order to improve himself.
To accomplish this, he conjured a plan and method. He made a list of
thirteen good traits. First, he practiced to develop one positive trait,
and upon mastering that one, he moved on to the next. Every day,
he contemplated how that particular day went. He thought about all
his good and bad deeds. In this way, he recognized the things he did
wrong. It was his approach to mastering self-control.42
The great Persian poet and mystic, Hafez, tells of how he would
place a pebble on the ground every time a bad thought swept over
him. After a few months, a huge mound of stones grew.
It is most vital to observe oneself. If we don’t strive toward ridding
ourselves of our flaws, we’ll never be able to advance.
One day, Nasreddin came across something shiny in the gutter.
Upon picking up the object, he realised it was a small mirror. Seeing
his reflection, he said:
“No wonder someone threw it out – how could anyone possibly
like something so ugly.”
It’s only when we clean the dirt from our minds that our faces
shall shine in all their beauty.
ALEXANDER. Nikola Tesla says in his autobiography: “On one
occasion, I came across a novel entitled “Abafi” (the Son of Aba), a
Serbian translation of a well-known Hungarian writer, Josika. This
work somehow awakened my dormant powers of will and I began to
practise self-control. At first my resolutions faded like snow in April,
but in a little while I conquered my weakness and felt a pleasure I
never knew before – that of doing as I willed. In the course of time
this vigorous mental exercise became second nature. At the outset
my wishes had to be subdued but gradually desire and will grew
to be identical. After years of such discipline I gained so complete
42 Benjamin Franklin, 1962: 100–117.
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a mastery over myself that I toyed with passions which have meant
destruction to some of the strongest men.”43
BOGOMIL. A stone has its particular weight, but if we take it out
of the Earth’s atmosphere, it will become lighter, whatever it weighs.
Thoughts and desires influence us greatly, yet when we’re connected
to the Higher Consciousness, which lies beyond their gravitational
pull, we become lighter, freer.
Wise men emphasise how important it is to tame the mind in order for our consciousness to awaken.
ALEXANDER. Sometimes I wish my head wasn’t buzzing. I find
that I’m most relaxed when working in the garden, going for a run in
nature or meditating. But on many occasions, my mind is so full of
thoughts that I have trouble falling asleep at night. I remember saying
to myself: “You can’t even find peace at night.” Worries and fears plague me in my dreams in the same way as in the awake state.
Studying Jung, a deeper meaning of dreams revealed itself to me.
Do dreams arise from the mind or can their source be traced to the
Soul?
BOGOMIL. What we experience in our dreams arises from the
mind. Commonly, our dreams are the result of the impressions we
accumulate during the day. We may also dream of things we’ve experienced in the past. It’s most rare, however, that the future is revealed
to us in our dream state.
ALEXANDER. And what do wise men have to say about dreams?
BOGOMIL. The world of dreams is most certainly a very complex
one. Dreams are usually difficult to understand. Wise men agree that
by controlling our mind, we end up altering our dreams. When the
mind is calmer, the dreams become fewer, or at least they don’t turn
into nightmares. In the morning we wake up fresh and well-rested.
Thus, inner peace grows. The wish to understand them will deflate.
And when we attain the state of permanent awakening, dreams will
disappear altogether.
In Prashna Upanishad it is said that when the mind is overcome
by light it sees no dreams; at that time, bliss arises in this body.44
ALEXANDER. What you’re saying is most interesting.
43 Nikola Tesla, 2007: 16.
44 The Principal Upanişads, 1994: IV. 6.
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Who wants the same old song and dance?
BOGOMIL. When studying the mind, I discovered it to be but a
tool. It has no consciousness, nor does it have the capacity to judge.
As mentioned, it functions on the basis of impressions that accumulate within it. When full of positive impressions, the mind will function well, but if packed with negative ones, it will do harm to us and
others. The mind is like a computer or a computer program – software,
in other words, it does what it’s programmed and trained to do. It
doesn’t bother about the potential harm it’s causing.
ALEXANDER. You said that the mind is a mere tool. But where
does it get the power to work?
BOGOMIL. Both the mind and body receive their power from
the Soul or consciousness.
The mind therefore functions automatically. When a person is under hypnosis, he will do whatever the hypnotist tells him, regardless
of whether it be good or bad. He is incapable of judging his actions.
The mind doesn’t have the ability to understand, for it functions on
autopilot. For instance, when I get angry at a colleague, his reaction
will also be that of anger. Only the Soul has the capacity of functioning on its own accord.
ALEXANDER. Does this mean the mind only reacts and never
functions by its own volition?
BOGOMIL. Yes, the mind functions according to the impressions
it receives. Only the Soul functions independently.
ALEXANDER. What would one have to do to make the mind
work to one’s benefit?
BOGOMIL. The mind can be a helpful servant or a terrible pest.
Ancient wisdom tells us that the mind is a good servant but a bad
master. If I exercise control over fire, it will serve me well, yet if the
flames go out of control, they’ll turn me to ash. The same goes for the
mind. If handled properly, the mind can be a most diligent servant,
but if it takes control, it can turn into a very bad master that will lead
me to my demise.
The mind works on the basis of what it’s been taught and along the
lines of what it finds pleasing; it doesn’t think of the consequences.
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ALEXANDER. It truly does have a mind of its own. The English
poet John Milton once said that the mind is its own place and can in
itself make a Heaven of Hell or a Hell of Heaven.45
BOGOMIL. It is most vital to understand the nature of mind if we
ever wish to become conscious beings. Some western scientists believe that Man is a close relative of the ape. And although there is no
real evidence to support such a hypothesis, there is a strong similarity
between the human mind and that of an ape.
This reminds me of a story about monkey hunters. They catch
them by placing food into a hole that’s just big enough for the animal
to reach into with its hand. When the monkey grabs the food, its
hand gets stuck. If it would let go soon enough, it would never be
caught.
The mind works in a similar way: It wants to fulfil its wishes so badly that it doesn’t care about the potential suffering this may cause. It
holds on to things so tightly, believing that they’ll be in its possession
forever. Our attachment to material objects, like houses, cars, computers, nice clothes, jobs, etc. is so powerful that we live in constant
fear of losing them.
ALEXANDER. I often catch myself thinking about how impossible it would be for me to live without certain things.
BOGOMIL. The mind is in a rather miserable state of affairs. It is,
as we’ve already mentioned, like a wild, untameable beast. They say
it’s like a dragon: when you cut off one head, ten more appear in its
stead.
ALEXANDER. Why is this so?
BOGOMIL. It’s a long story, it would be impossible to tell it in a
few sentences, but if you apply a bit of patience, the matter is bound
to become clearer.
So, with every thought and action, new impressions accumulate
in the mind. They’re like deep furrows. The mind is like observing the
same old song and dance, like listening to a broken record. We think
about past events over and over again – once, twice, ten times, a hundred times. When someone hurts my feelings, the mind ruminates
on this experience endlessly. If I observe carefully what goes on in my
head, I realise that the mind truly is untameable.
45 John Milton, 1821: 11.
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This reminds me of a story about a woman who got incessantly
angry at everyone around her. The villagers wanted to help her, but to
no avail. In the end, they saw no other solution than to move her into
a small house and fence it off. Separated from society, she was now
unable to get angry at anyone. She began throwing stones into a nearby brook. With every hurl, she poured her anger into the stream of
water.
Whenever the mind is faced with the same or similar situation, it
behaves in the same way. It’s difficult for us to change our behaviour.
This can only be accomplished when given direct impulses from the
Soul. Yet this occurs very seldom.
ALEXANDER. We’re trapped in our subconscious, automatic reactions. We’re incapable of mastering our impetuous feelings, which
overwhelm us like a river overflowing its banks.
Numerous theories, philosophies and techniques exist, yet none
can help free us of our negative inclinations.
BOGOMIL. The Greek philosopher Porphyry wrote in his Letter
to Marcella that “vain is the word of that philosopher who can ease
no mortal trouble. As there is no profit in the physician’s art unless it
cure the diseases of the body, so there is none in philosophy, unless it
expel the troubles of the Soul.”46
For Pythagoras, philosophy represented inner cleansing. With its
help, the disciple achieved spiritual development.
The mind doesn’t like novelties, it despises change. When it draws
enjoyment from something, it wants it more and more, regardless of
whether this benefits us or causes harm. As soon as it masters something, it does it with ease. That is why we should strive to learn good
things.
What do you think is the worst widespread habit?
ALEXANDER. Talking about bad, negative things.
BOGOMIL. In my opinion, the worst habit is talking negatively
about someone who is not present.
ALEXANDER. As the saying goes: If someone speaks ill of you,
do not apologize for what has been said, but rather list all the other
faults this person doesn’t know about or has forgotten to mention.

46 Porphyry, 1896: 76.
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BOGOMIL. When we talk behind someone’s back, we’re sure to be
subjected to the consequences of bad deeds this person has supposedly
done. Wise men say that the consequences of our bad deeds will not
only be suffered by those who perform them, but mainly by the ones
who slander. This is something we should take into careful consideration.
The following story describes well the consequences of backbiting.
Once upon a time there lived a very generous king who spent every morning giving food and clothes to the poor. One evening, a wise
man visited the king. The king was in the stable and not in the best
of moods. When the wise man asked him for food, the king threw a
couple of horse excrements at him, and later spoke ill of him.
The next morning, the king was meditating. All of a sudden he
saw a large pile of horse manure and next to it stood the wise man.
The wise man explained that the king’s generosity had borne fruit
and the king must now eat it. Then the king realised his mistake and
asked for forgiveness. The answer he received stated that we should
always reap what we sow. And to this the wise man added:
“Only one way out exists. If your royal subject ever slanders you,
they will have to help you eat this pile of horse manure. Go and make
sure your good name be defamed.” The king, with a whore by his
side and bottle in hand, raved through the streets. Everyone began to
slander him. The following day, when he sat down for his morning
meditation, he saw the pile of horse manure had shrunk, with only
a tiny portion of it remaining. The wise man told him of a holy man
who lives in the town. If the king succeeded in convincing this holy
man to speak ill of him, the remainder of the horse excrements will
have to be consumed by the holy man. Dressed in disguise, the king
went off to visit this holy man. However, despite trying his best, the
king failed to convince the holy man to slander. After a long pause,
the holy man slapped the king, saying:
“Go ahead and eat your share!” The king sorely regretted his behaviour.
In a comical and symbolic way, this story depicts the consequences
that befall those who slander. No matter how hard the king tried to
redeem himself, he had to endure at least a portion of his punishment.
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Only upon meeting the holy man does he take responsibility for his
actions.
ALEXANDER. I had no idea slandering carried such dire consequences. This reminds me of a saying that goes: Before you backbite someone, first try living in his circumstances for two months
straight.
BOGOMIL. We usually slander those we envy. Another saying on
this topic says: No one throws stones at a fruitless tree. When we talk
behind someone’s back, we place ourselves on a pedestal. He who
talks behind someone’s back says more about himself than the person he is trying to blacken. Slander is the last “weapon” of a loser in
a discussion.
It all depends, however, through what kind of glasses we look at
the world.
ALEXANDER. What do you mean?
BOGOMIL. If I wear tinted glasses, I see things darker, but when I
take them off, I will be able to see things as they are. The mind wears
tinted glasses, that’s why it only sees the bad in other people. What we
see is the reflection of the mind. When I manage to cleanse the mind,
I’ll cease to notice the mistakes of others.

In search of everlasting joy
ALEXANDER. Why is it that we have bad inclinations in the first
place?
BOGOMIL. Because of the negative impressions stored in our
mind. Because of desires.
ALEXANDER. Why do all wise men talk about desires as our
main problem? People think having desires gives you vigour and
your life its purpose. Without desires we could barely describe ourselves as being alive.
BOGOMIL. That’s a very western outlook. Wise men, who have
attained true wisdom, say that desires are what keeps us anchored
to this world. We grasp after sensual pleasures and material obje52

cts. The Roman poet and philosopher Lucretius said that “so long
as the object of our desire is wanting, it seems more important than
anything else; but later, when it is ours, we covet some other thing;
and so an insatiable thirst for life keeps us always open-mouthed.”47
The following story speaks:
A beggar came into the royal palace. The King was in the garden
at the time and heard the gardener talking to the beggar. When the
gardener wanted to give something to the beggar, the latter said:
“I have one condition. I always take from the master, never the
servants.”
The King went to inspect this strange beggar, for beggars do not
set demands. Upon seeing him, he noticed this was no ordinary beggar. Despite his clothes being in tatters, he had never seen such a kingly character before. His begging bowl, which he was holding in his
hands, was exceptionally precious.
The King asked:
“Why are you making demands?” To which the beggar replied:
“Servants are beggars as well. Only masters have the authority to
give. If you wish, you can give me something. But I have one more
condition: the bowl has to be filled to the brim.”
The King smiled and said:
“Do you really think I cannot fill this little bowl?” He ordered precious stones to be brought from his treasury, and the beggar’s bowl
filled to the brim. When it was done, the precious stones seemed to
disappear in it without a sound. The bowl was still empty. The King
felt embarrassed. He ruled an entire kingdom, but could not fill a
small begging bowl. He commanded:
“Bring all the riches from the treasury and fill up this bowl. They
were filling it for days, yet the bowl remained empty. The treasures
were gone and the King became a beggar. He kneeled before the beggar and said:
“I too am now a beggar. Tell me, please, the secret of this magical
bowl?” The beggar replied:
“It is nothing special. It is made of the human mind.”

47 Titus Lucretius Carus, 2001: 98.
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The mind is insatiable; its desires have no end. Desires stalk us all
the time. They’re connected to the material world and have nothing
in common with real happiness. It’s not until we free ourselves from
their grasp that we can truly taste freedom and joy.
ALEXANDER. Where do desires come from?
BOGOMIL. They’re part of the mind, the consequence of past
actions. Desires keep a hold on us through the senses. If we continue
to pour water into a pot that has a hole, the pot will never fill. If we
indulge in sensual pleasures, desires, we shall never be satisfied. Like
Heraclitus said: “It would not be better if things happened to men
just as they wish.”48
ALEXANDER. Is the fact that the mind wants to enjoy itself really
such a bad thing?
BOGOMIL. No, Man was made for enjoyment. But we search for
it in the wrong places, in the external world. We’re convinced we’ll
find satisfaction in things like having a good job, a nice car or house,
in relationships with other people, and so on. It’s a mistake we make
over and over again. Wanting peace and satisfaction is a good thing,
but looking for it in all the wrong places is not. You probably know
the story of Mullah Nasreddin The Lost Key?
ALEXANDER. No, I’m afraid I don’t.
Bogomil began telling the story.
One day, late in the evening, Mullah Nasreddin’s neighbour was returning home, when he met the Mullah out in the street. He was down
on all fours, searching frantically for his key under the glow of the streetlight. He joined him and asked:
“Did you lose it here?”
“No, I lost the key somewhere inside the house, but there is more
light here.”
It seems people prefer to search in the external world than to look
within. It’s much lighter outside. But while we keep searching in the
outside world for what resides within us, we’ll never be happy.

48 The Fragments, 1889: 109.
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ALEXANDER. I think I’ll have to make a considerable change in
my life. Erich Fromm says that Man dies before he has truly lived.49
If I won’t do something regarding my awakening, I too shall be dead
before I know it.
BOGOMIL. Wise men say that true birth is not that which occurs
in the physical body, but the inner one, the spiritual birth.
ALEXANDER. We’ve spoken of desires; aren’t certain desires
good, after all?
BOGOMIL. Some desires or needs are unavoidable, others cause
us nothing but pain. A Zen koan says that angling in a swift stream,
those greedy for bait will be caught. If you open your mouth even a
bit, your life will be lost.50
The mind chases after sensual pleasures. Why? Because it derives
from the subtle realms, those which are unfathomably more beautiful than the ones found in this physical world. When a rich man’s
son travels abroad, he will never forget the comforts of his luxurious
home. Wherever he’ll go, he’ll want to enjoy the same luxuries he
does at home.
The mind also hasn’t forgotten the pleasures it enjoyed in the
higher realms. It’s full of desires that can never be fulfilled in this
world. But when it is raised to a higher level, it feels satisfied. It wants
nothing more. A person’s life then becomes simple, with no need for
great riches or anything for that matter. He is free of his ego and can
enjoy his freedom. It is then that he begins his life as a conscious
being.
Such people are truly wealthy. Epicurus said: “If you wish to make
one rich, do not add to his store of money, but subtract from his
desires.”51
ALEXANDER. This reminds me of the following story:
A wise woman was travelling over the hills and came across a
jewel in a stream. The next day, she met a hungry traveller and shared
her rations with him. He noticed the jewel and asked the woman if
she would give it to him. The woman gave him the stone without a
49 Erich Fromm, 1949: 91.
50 Kōun Yamada, 2004: 185.
51 Lucius A. Seneka, 1786: 76.
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moment’s hesitation. The traveller praised his luck, for he knew of
the stone’s great worth. If he were to sell it, he could live off his earnings for the rest of his life. Yet next day, he decided to return the
precious stone to the wise woman. “I’m aware,” he said, “how precious this stone is, but I return it to you with the hope that you can
give me something even more precious. I wish for that what you carry within you. The thing that made you give up the jewel with such
ease.”
BOGOMIL. We cannot tame the mind by suppressing it, nor can
we control it by means of ascetics. By doing so, we only pour fuel on
the flame of desire, leading us into a dead-end street. There’s only one
way you can liberate yourself from all desires: you have to offer the
mind a greater pleasure than could ever be received from anything
in this world.
When the mind is cleansed of all impressions and will ascend to
a higher realm of existence, only then will we be free of desires and
realise the Supreme Consciousness.
In Mundaka Upanishad it is written: “He52 is not grasped by the
eye nor even by speech nor by other sense organs nor by austerity nor
by deeds, but when one's nature is purified by the light of knowledge
then alone he, by meditation, sees Him who is without parts.”53
ALEXANDER. I can hardly imagine the state of infinite freedom,
which Man feels when freed from the mind’s imprisonment.

Experiencing deep peace
BOGOMIL. Wise men say that those who cannot change their
mind are incapable of changing anything. In the East, the mind has
been studied most thoroughly. Many a story tells of the mind’s stubborn nature. Let me tell you another tale on this topic.
52 What is meant here is the Lord of Compassion, the Supreme Being, God or the
Supreme Consciousness.
53 The Principal Upanişads, 1994: III.1.8.
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In 17th century India lived a man who left everything behind and
went into the forest to meditate. At that time, a powerful king had
taken over a great part of the land. His biggest desire was to defeat the
man who had become a saint. The reason for this was that the holy
man had himself once been a mighty king, before devoting his life to
meditation. The king assembled his army and marched into the forest
where the holy man lived. When he arrived, he saw the man meditating. With an unsympathetic voice he said:
“Prepare for battle!”
The holy man just sat and observed the king and his army peacefully. He let a few moments pass before asking:
“Why the wish to fight? I escaped from the world to save myself
from the greatest enemy and have made my life here in the woods.
My very Soul trembles whenever I hear his name.” He kept talking
until the king was red with anger and shouted:
“Is your enemy more powerful than me?”
“The very thought of him almost destroyed me. I left everything
behind in order to escape him.” The king wanted a name.
“What does his name matter? You could never defeat him,” replied
the holy man. The king cried boldly:
“I swear to defeat this enemy. If I fail, I shall renounce my kingdom.” The holy man explained that the enemy he was talking about
is his mind.
From that day on, the king tried every method and spiritual discipline to tame the mind, but to no avail. At the end, he admitted defeat
and kept his promise.
ALEXANDER. Are you trying to say that fighting with one’s mind
is playing Don Quixote?
BOGOMIL. Only those in whom consciousness, the Soul, is awakened, can tame their mind and put it back in its place.
Rumi wrote:
“Reason’s shadow, God’s sunlight,
and not one shadow has ever stood up to the sun.” 54

54 Rumi The Masnavi, 2017: 127 [2112].
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The only way to control the mind is to come into contact with
a power that is greater than the mind – the power of the Supreme
Consciousness.
ALEXANDER. I’ve read about various methods and meditations
and have tried a few techniques myself, but haven’t noticed any real
changes.
BOGOMIL. The power higher than the mind is the power of
subtle Sound. Sound is the first manifestation of the Supreme Consciousness. This phenomenon has been explained in mystic traditions. Man comes in contact with the inner Sound when introduced
to meditation. The latter helps us to rid ourselves of negative impressions that reside in the conscious and subconscious mind and appear
in the form of thoughts and feelings, all of which are the result of past
actions.
Here’s a story about a woman who had gone to a spiritual Master
with the following wish:
“Dear Master, I want to live in comfort and have many children.”
“Meditate on the inner sound and come back in a couple of
months’ time,” advised the Master. The woman meditated diligently,
and after half a year she returned and told the Master:
“I did as you said. My wish has all but disappeared. Now I’m ready
to accept whatever life has in store for me. I’ve found peace, boundless joy, a wonderful inner existence.”
ALEXANDER. From what you’re telling me, I can deduce that it
therefore is possible to free oneself from desires and experience deep
satisfaction.
BOGOMIL. Mundaka Upanishad says that the whole of human
thought is pervaded by the senses. When it (thought) is purified, the
Self shines forth.55 With meditation we can free ourselves from shortcomings, flaws, worries, unpleasant thoughts and feelings.
ALEXANDER. I’m certain a few individuals have managed to attain such a level, but I’m still lagging behind. I don’t feel I have it in
me.

55 The Principal Upanişads, 1994: III.1.9.
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BOGOMIL. All one needs is an ardent yearning. Each of us possesses the power to live as a conscious being.
The calmer the mind, the more conscious one becomes. And the
mind is at its calmest when in meditation. Meditation is a most natural
state – the state of awareness. By controlling the mind, we control
our senses. It’s then that we experience a deep peace and we are free.
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III
The creative life
principle of the
inner Sound

Divine Sound is the cause of all existence.
He who knows the mystery of Sound
knows the mystery of the whole universe.
~ Hazrat I. Khan

The soothing breeze blowing through the terrace felt most refreshing
after a hot day. The chirping of cicadas broke the silence of the eve and
the cosmic song of nature reverberated in its eternity. An infinite number of stars were shining down from the boundless sky onto the two
friends as they continued their discussion.
ALEXANDER. How did this magnificent universe come into
being?
BOGOMIL. Wise men say that everything in existence derives from the Supreme Consciousness. The Supreme Consciousness
manifested itself as transcendental Sound and Light. Thus, spiritual and subtle material universes and the gross physical universe
were created. All worlds, the material ones included, are saturated
with subtle Sound, which the ancient Indian scriptures called Nada.
Sound is in minerals, plants, animals and within us. Every tree,
flower, everything in existence emits sound, a vibration. This has also
been the subject of discussion in the world of science. Matter is the
lowest form of sound.
The oldest writings Vedas and Upanishads talk about the Sound
– Akash Bani and Udgitha, which permeates the physical universe,
the astral, mental or causal, and spiritual worlds. Although matter
has sound, it is too condensed, so this sound cannot be heard. Laozi
said that “Tao56 (Sound) is hidden and nameless, yet it sustains all and
fulfils all.”57
ALEXANDER. Why did the physical world appear?
BOGOMIL. The story is rather complex, but I’ll try to tell it as plainly as possible. Wise men, who realised the Higher Self and attained
56 Tao is transcendental Sound. Taoism speaks of Tao, Sound, which is above all the
things that are subject to change, and at the same time it is present in everything
and governs everything in existence.
57 Lao Tzu, 2011: 41.
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the true knowledge, say that we used to live in a perfect world as
conscious, spiritual beings. Through time, we descended onto lower,
material worlds ruled over by Kal (Time)58 and not the Supreme Consciousness. Kal oversees the material planes that exist separately from
the higher, spiritual worlds. The lower, material worlds are the physical universe, made out of gross matter, and the astral and mental or
causal worlds, made of subtle matter. Kal, with the help of Maya,59
created these universes.
All that we see, all that can be perceived by our senses, is called
nature or matter – prakriti. It is also called illusion or Maya.
In the beginning, five elements were created: ether – the origin
of air, then came fire, and from fire came water and earth. These are
the subtle elements from which the subtle bodies of all living beings
are made. Out of these five subtle elements are derived material elements. The physical universe is comprised of five material elements
and three gunas60.
Maya61 creates matter, the cosmic illusion, while the Creator is
the consciousness, the spirit. Maya works through the power of
58 This name derives from Indian spiritual tradition. In other traditions, the same
powers are named differently. For example, in the Judeo-Christian tradition, Kal
is called Satan or Lucifer. In Islam it is called Shaitan, in Zoroastrianism Ahriman
and Angra Mainyu, in Buddhism Mara, etc.
59 Maya, also known as Shakti, has the power to create. Like all other powers, Maya
comes from the Creator.
60 In addition to the five elements, three gunas or properties, qualities were created.
The first guna is sattva – virtue, the second is rajas – action, and the third is tamas – inactivity or inertia resulting from ignorance. Sattva is related to creation,
represents harmony and denotes human qualities, such as beauty, tranquillity,
self-control, and satisfaction; rajas is associated with sustenance, it is the power that moves the universe and denotes characteristics such as action, passion,
attachment, and pride; tamas is related to transformation and destruction and
denotes human qualities such as indifference, apathy, laziness, and ignorance.
Twenty-four other elements were also created, which are subtle forms of manifold
elements at various levels. All three gunas are present in Man. The predominant
characteristics of one of the gunas determine a person’s inclinations and behaviour. When the sattva guna is prevalent, a person is generous, kind, satisfied, caring, knowledgeable, and wise; when the rajas guna is prevalent, he is self-confident, ambitious, competitive, anxious, envious, and proud; and when the tamas
guna prevails, he is lazy, selfish, resentful, rude, cruel, revengeful, and ignorant.
61 When Maya is written with a capital letter it signifies the power that has the capacity to create, but when written with a small letter, it refers to the material worlds
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concealment and as such obscures reality. She has created subtle material worlds and the physical universe. When prakriti energy commences its work, material worlds, the cosmos, are born. The umbrella
term for these countless life forms and an endless mosaic of colours
and forms is nature or prakriti.
Due to ignorance, the Soul or pure consciousness appears as an
individual self. It settles in the subtle and physical body and begins to
live in a world of relativity.62
Wise men say that instead of focusing on the illusory forms of
Maya, we should shift our attention within, connect with the Supreme
Consciousness, and taste the Nectar of Life.
The Indian wise man Amar Das once said: “By permeating himself in the sweet elixir of Naam,63 one becomes fearless. He gets the
grace of God, and transcends the realm of Kal.”64
Many different powers exist that co-create and maintain the material universes. Some, like angels or deities, are known to us from
various traditions worldwide. All these powers perform their own
tasks, but have no access to the spiritual levels of existence.
ALEXANDER. When you were talking about Kal, I remembered
the gnostic story of Demiurge, the evil god, the creator of the material world and denier of the Supreme Creator, who is pure Light and
Wisdom and is beyond everything – absolute transcendence. Demiurge keeps Souls in a state of sleep or hypnosis and ignorance, thus
preventing them from escaping the jail. Gnostics reject the physical
world, as it is a consequence of error and ignorance, and strive to
get to know what is higher, to free themselves and to achieve gnosis,
inner realisation. They believe in “the saviour” or the one who can
awaken Man and reveal to him true knowledge, resulting in his liberation. Only then can the Soul return to the spiritual world it once
inhabited, become one with God, and enjoy the bliss of its divine
nature. They speak of Logos or the divine creative principle. Gnostics

that are illusory.
62 Kabir, 1995.
63 There are several terms that denote the inner or transcendental Sound – Nada,
Naam, Shabda, Anahata Nada, etc.
64 Kirpal Singh, 2003: 224.
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advocate pure living, non-attachment, respect for the freedom and
dignity of all beings, which enables them to attain true knowledge.65
BOGOMIL. This creation is magnificent and to us utterly incomprehensible. Countless worlds exist between the level of pure consciousness and gross matter. There is one principle that connects
all these levels – the Sound. Transcendental Sound takes on various
forms when it descends down onto the lower worlds. Music governs
everything. He who discovers the secret of Music, unveils the mystery of life. When we rise from the physical and enter the higher, subtle
worlds, we hear Music.
Kabir says: “There, the whole sky is filled with Sound, and there
that Music is made without fingers and without strings.”66
And the Indian wise man Nanak wrote: The Earth and the sky
were made by Shabd (Sound), Shabd is the source of all light.67
ALEXANDER. It is said that great composers heard music coming
from within, but I’ve never heard of such a thing as transcendental
Sound. How do these wise men know that everything was created by
Sound and Light?
BOGOMIL. They came to that conclusion on their own accord.
ALEXANDER. But how?
BOGOMIL. Through meditation they soared onto the inner, subtle planes and saw reality as it is. All we see is this physical world,
comprised of gross matter, yet we know very little about what lies
beyond.
ALEXANDER. I’ve always sensed that there has to be something
more to existence, but I haven’t yet been able to discover what that
something is. I have a friend who used to be very sick in his younger
years and had lost consciousness for a few hours. Suddenly, he found
himself in a different world, surrounded by shimmering light, and
beside him, there was a being of light. Then he heard violins, trumpets, drums and other instruments, as if he were listening to a beautiful symphony. When he realised that he was lying in bed, he was
saddened. He could no longer hear the music that fascinated him,
and the feeling of bliss disappeared.
65 The Nag Hammadi Library in English, 1996 and The Gnostic Bible, 2006.
66 Songs of Kabir, 2002: 65 [XVII].
67 Kirpal Singh, 2003: 131.
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BOGOMIL. Wise men talk about the inner, subtle worlds, the
radiant light they have seen within, about the sound of thunder, bells,
the sound of water, sounds of the flute, the lute, and the like. Kabir
said:
“There, the sky is filled with Music:
There it rains nectar:
There the harp-strings jingle, and the drums beat.
What a secret splendour is there, in the mansion of the sky!
There is no rising and the setting of the sun.”68
Lord A. Tennyson says in his verses:
“Yet in these ears, till hearing dies,
One set slow bell will seem to toll,
The passing of the sweetest Soul
That ever look’d with human eyes.”69
Although Sound at different levels appears in various forms, it
is always the same. The river, which springs from the snow-covered
mountains and flows towards the sea, changes the riverbed and its
speed, but the water itself remains the same. That’s how Sound is also
but one.
ALEXANDER. Physicists say that everything that exists is vibration. We could also call this sound.
BOGOMIL. We’re talking about the same thing, the only difference is in the term used to describe it.
The German physicist and musician, Ernst Chladni, who lived in
the eighteenth century, researched the nature of sound. He spread
sand over a metal plate and played on its edge with a violin bow. The
various sounds that were heard made different patterns and geometric shapes out of the sand. He made a catalogue of multiple harmonious forms, which we call Chladni’s figures. The higher the sound,
the more complex and more beautiful the patterns, some of which
can be found in nature.70
68 Songs of Kabir, 2002: 66.
69 Alfred Tennyson Baron Tennyson, 1867: 82 [LVI].
70 Life and work of E.F.F. Chladni, 2007.
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The Swiss physicist Hans Jenny continued Chladni’s work. However, instead of sand, he used various liquids and electronic sounds
in his experiments. When we change the frequency of sound, different forms take shape and create a picture. When exposed to various
frequencies, small particles or liquid create a palette of symmetric
forms and images.71 In a similar way, sound created subtle worlds and
the material universe.
ALEXANDER. But what was at the beginning, before Sound?
BOGOMIL. Sound was submerged into utter “silence”. Nothing
existed but absolute silence. Transcendental Sound, hidden within
this silence, broke free and wonderful Music could be heard. It was
this Music that gave birth to all of creation.
In The Essene Gospel of Peace it is written:
“In the heat of noontide, all creatures are still and seek the shade;
the angels of the Earthly Mother are silent for a space. Then it is that
you shall let into your ears the Holy Stream of Sound; for it can only
be heard in the silence. […] For as it is written, in the beginning was
the Sound, and the Sound was with God, and the Sound was God. I
tell you truly, when we are born, we enter the world with the sound
of God in our ears. […] It is ever in our ears, so do we hear it not.
Listen for it, then, in the silence of noontide; bathe in it, and let the
rhythm of the music of God beat in your ears until you are one with
the Holy Stream of Sound. It was this Sound which formed the earth
and the world, and brought forth the mountains, and set the stars in
their thrones of glory in the highest heavens.
And you shall bathe in the Stream of Sound, and the music of its
waters shall flow over you; for in the beginning of the times so did we
all share in the Holy Stream of Sound that gave birth to all creation.
And the mighty roaring of the Stream of Sound will fill your whole
body, and you will tremble before its might.”72
Sound is the principle of life that springs from the boundless Ocean
of Consciousness and spreads onto uncountable worlds. Laozi says:

71 Hans Jenny, 2001.
72 The Essene Gospel of Peace, 1981, Book Four.
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“Tao gave birth to one, the one gave birth to two, two gave birth to
three and three gave birth to ten thousand beings.”73

The charm of music
ALEXANDER. Music has a powerful effect on humans. Lamentation brings tears to our eyes, while love songs move us deeply, and
when listening to classical music, it exalts a human spirit.
BOGOMIL. The next story tells of a court musician of Emperor
Akbar the Great, whose name was Tansen.
“O Tansen,” said the Emperor, “tell me where from came this
voice of yours, from where is the wonder of it? It is not of mortals,
but of the gods. No other voice such as yours blesses the ear of man.
I could go on listening to it forever.”
“You are very kind, Sire,” the Singer replied, “but could you hear
the voice of him, all my poor efforts would be forgotten.”
“This is always your answer, Tansen! But tell me who is he?”
“He is a hermit, Sire, my Master, who lives in the jungle. By all
he is known as a holy man and his voice has the power of drawing all
unto himself. Will your Majesty go with me to the forest where you
may hear for yourself this enchanting voice and forget that Tansen
even knows how to sing?”
“No, my friend, yours is unjust humility. To forget your golden
voice is impossible, for there is none like it. But gladly will I go with
you to this hermit, your Master, to prove what I already know that
you are the greatest singer of the world.”
So the next day the Emperor, disguised and seated on an elephant,
travelled with Tansen to the latter’s Master.
Two days later, the Emperor and the Singer found themselves at
their journey’s end. In a forest of Brindaban, before a small hut, they
beheld a man sitting in deep meditation.

73 Lao Tzu, 2011: 42.
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“Hide here, Sire, behind these bushes and I will see how it can be
brought about that you shall hear this voice so gloriously beautiful
and yet so often silent in the presence of the idly curious. Nor gold,
jewels, nor titles can bring it from that golden throat. But the smallest
action of love will set it vibrating to the pulse of nature’s heart.”
Then the Saint lifted his voice and pealed forth the harmonies of
heaven-sounds. It told of the birth of time, glittering stars, of love
which is the source of all that lives and of the greatness of man. Akbar was spellbound. It seems as if the sound had no beginning and
no end, as if the trees, the stones and all living creatures turned into
music and had forgotten themselves.
The disciple sat in great devotion before his Master, and when the
song ceased and its sweetness still reverberated through the silence
of the evening, Tansen’s hushed voice fell upon the ear of the holy
man, saying,
“His Royal Highness has come to pay you homage, Guru Ji.” Akbar
the Great had fallen at the feet of the humble Saint. And when he rose
again, they left. They walked for some time in the lengthening gloom
and suddenly the Emperor broke the silence,
“You are right, Tansen, He is all that you say. You are a shadow, he
a sun. You are as brass, he is gold. What is this great difference? What
is the cause of it? Both of you have the sound of heaven in your voice,
the gold of harmony in your tones. So like, yet so different.”
“The difference, Sire,” answered Tansen, “is as vast as you say, but
the cause is simple. I sing to please an earthly King. He sings to please
the King of Kings.”
In all cultures, music was the expression of praise and adoration
of the Supreme Being.
In his autobiography, My Music, My Life, Indian musician Ravi
Shankar speaks of his tradition, which teaches that sound is God
- Nada Brahma. Sound, the experience of music, is a step closer to
the realisation of the Self. Music is a form of spiritual discipline that
allows a person’s inner being to experience divine tranquillity and
bliss. We were taught that one of the main goals, which we should be
striving towards, is trying to achieve realisation of the true meaning
of creation, its unchangeable, eternal essence. This only becomes possible when a person realises himself, his true nature. The ultimate
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aim of music is therefore to reveal the essence of creation, which it
reflects. Raga is an “instrument”, a tool with which this essence can be
apprehended. Through music, one can get to know God.
There are many wonderful stories that tell of great musicians, like
Baiju Bavare, Swami Haridas and Mian Tansen, who performed miracles by singing certain ragas. It is said that some could light fires or
oil lamps, bring rainfall, melt stone, make flowers bloom, and tame
wild animals. They attracted ferocious wild animals like snakes and
tigers with their singing. The animals would gather quietly in a circle
around the singer. In today’s modern, mechanistic and materialistic
age, we perceive these narratives as fairy tales, but I sincerely believe all these stories to be true. Given that these great musicians were
also yogis, ascetics, they were pure, saintly persons who maintained
absolute control over their bodies, making these stories more than
plausible. Such is the wonderful tradition of our music.74
ALEXANDER. Indian music is very different from and far richer
than music composed in the West. Its beauty is unique and touches
something hidden deep inside us.
BOGOMIL. Ravi Shankar tells of how Ali Akbar and himself
completely lost the sense of time during their practice sessions. The
overwhelming sounds of beautiful melodies often made them burst
into tears and neither even dreamt of breaking their magical spell.
It takes at least twenty years of practice to achieve maturity and
perfection in Indian classical music. It requires absolute humility and
surrender to the teacher, the shedding of the ego. The disciple is a
mere recipient.
One of the most outstanding Indian musicians, Allauddin
Khan, notes how his father taught him that music is not entertainment, but prayer. He believed that through music it is possible to
reach taseer, an “indescribable quality” that can touch the listener’s
very Soul.75
ALEXANDER. Music, the subtlest of all artistic expressions,
extends beyond, into infinity; it’s dying down, but never dies away.
What is mildest, gentlest and sweetest, is closest to eternity.

74 Joachim-Ernst Berendt, 1991: 153–154.
75 Joachim-Ernst Berendt, 1991: 155–156.
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BOGOMIL. Arthur Schopenhauer wrote that “the effect of music
is so much more powerful and penetrating than that of the other arts,
for they speak only of the shadows, but music speaks of the essence
itself.”76
ALEXANDER. Music doesn’t only have beneficial effects on
humans, but plants as well. Biologist Dorothy L. Retallack77 placed
the same types of plants in three different rooms. They grew under
exactly the same conditions. In the first room, they were exposed to
Indian classical music, sitar and tabla, in the second, to the sounds
of Johann S. Bach’s organ music, while in the third room, there was
silence. The plants seemed to like Indian classical music best. When
exposed to Bach and Indian music, they leaned towards the source of
where the sound was coming from. In the case of Indian music, their
leaning was much more apparent. Dorothy L. Retallack performed
experiments with other types of Western music, and plants responded in the same way as they had done in the room where was silence.
But when she exposed them to rock music, the plants withdrew up to
seventy degrees away from the sound’s source.
BOGOMIL. What you speak of is most interesting. Wise men
say that Indian classical music is the closest to the sounds of inner
music. It’s very important for children to be exposed to this genre
of music from an early age, as it cleanses and harmonises the mind.
A child is bound to break bad habits. Some children are restless and
get upset quickly. Eventually, when listening to such music, they
tend to settle down. When saturated with music, they no longer feel
the need to quarrel. It even helps those who have mental disorders
and cures various diseases.
ALEXANDER. We are constantly exposed to sounds. If we don’t
want to look, we simply close our eyes. Sound, however, is omnipresent, we cannot escape it. The music and sounds which surround
us should be wholesome and pleasant.

76 Arthur Schopenhauer, 1909: 336.
77 Dorothy L. Retallack writes about her experiments in the book The Sound of
Music and Plants.
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Listen to the mysterious Sound
BOGOMIL. Indian spiritual tradition knows two types of music:
Anahata Nada, “unstruck sound” and ahata nada, “struck sound”.
Ahata Nada is therefore physical sound, while Anahata Nada is the
Sound of creation, the infinite Sound.
If external sound or music can be so very attractive, we can only
imagine what the power and charm of the inner, transcendental
Sound, Anahata Nada is like. It’s completely subtle, full of elixir. No
one can resist its intoxicating power. It casts an unbreakable spell on
the Soul.
Nanak says: “Absorption in the Naam brings Cosmic Awareness.
Those who engage in the Naam are ever blissful.”78
ALEXANDER. I’m a passionate lover of music and find it hard
to imagine how inner music could be more beautiful than the music
known to us.
BOGOMIL. Plotinus said: “Thus all music – since its thought is
upon melody and rhythm – must be the earthly representation of the
music there is in the rhythm of the Ideal Realm.”79
ALEXANDER. Why is it that we know next to nothing about this
inner Music?
BOGOMIL. In scriptures, mystical literature and poetry records
exist about the inner Sound that created everything in existence. The
Vedas say that Nada was the Sound that created the entire cosmos. In
the Quran it is written that Kalam was the creator. The Bible and the
Dead Sea Scrolls speak of the Word, the Sound, which is the creator of
everything. In Adi Granth, the holy book of the Sikhs, it is said that all
of creation emerged from Shabda or Naam, which keeps everything
alive. The planets, the Sun, the Moon, Earth and spiritual dimensions
are governed by the same power – the power of Sound. No place
exists where this power would not be present. Sound is ubiquitous.
In the Upanishads it is called Udgitha, the music of divine realms, or
Pranava, the Sound that can be heard without ears.80
78 Kirpal Singh, 2003: 106.
79 Plotinus, 2005: V [11].
80 Sawan Singh, 1989: 119–191.
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In Chandogya Upanishad it is written:
“That is the quintessence of the essence,
the Supreme, the highest, the eight, namely the Udgītha. […]
He, who knowing this, thus meditates on the Udgītha,
becomes verily a fulfiller of desires.”81
When the kingdom had collapsed from moral decay, the Chinese
wise man Laozi decided to go west. Upon reaching the kingdom’s
western gate, the guard recognised him, although he was dressed as a
farmer. He entreated the wise man to set down a record of his teaching before departing the country for good. Thus, according to legend,
Tao Te Ching was born.
Laozi says: “The great Sound is barely heard.”82
Only the Soul can hear the inner Sound. Gautama Buddha83 spoke
of it:
“With the divine ear,
Which is purified and surpasses the human,
The Blessed One hears both kinds of sounds,
The heavenly and the human, those that are far as well as near.”84
ALEXANDER. If I’m not mistaken, we can therefore hear the
transcendental Sound within us?
BOGOMIL. Yes. Plenty has been written about the inner Sound in
Buddhist literature. In Śūrańgama sutra it is written:
81 The Principal Upanişads, 1994: I.1.3 in 7.
82 Lao Tzu, 2011: 41.
83 Buddha’s disciples called bodhisattvas, mahasattvas and arhat reached the diamond samadhi, the transcendental consciousness, by listening to the Sound. In
the Mahasihanada Sutti it is written that there is a sound similar to a lion’s roar
(The Middle Length Discourses of the Buddha, 1995). In Śūrańgama sūtra it is said,
“Since the Lord Buddha is among us, I offered my service in order to turn the
wheel of Dharma and I attained the level of Arhat by developing the ability to
listen. I know the Transcendental Sound of Dharma, which roars like a lion. [...]
The first achievement, as far as my mental state is concerned, was the liberation
from attachment, hostility and intoxicants through the Inner Sound of the Mysterious Dharma.” [Kirpal Singh, 2003: 46].
84 The Middle Length Discourses of the Buddha, 1995: 165.
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“At first we receive this teaching through our sense of hearing,
but when we are fully able to understand it, it becomes ours through
a Transcendental and Intuitive Hearing. This makes the awakening
and perfecting of a Transcendental Faculty of Hearing of very great
importance to every novice. As the wish to attain samadhi deepens
in the mind of any disciple, he can most surely attain it by means of
his Transcendental Organ of Hearing. […] How sweetly mysterious
is the Transcendental Sound of Avalokiteshvara! […] Its mysterious
Sound brings liberation and peace to all sentient beings who in their
distress are calling for aid; it brings an experience of permanency
to those who are truly seeking to attain Nirvana’s Peace. […] The
doctrine of Intrinsic, Transcendental Sound, may be spread abroad,
but sentient beings remain ignorant and indifferent to their own
capability of Intrinsic Hearing. They respond only to phenomenal,
external sounds […]. All brothers in this great assembly, and you too,
Ananda, should divert your outward perception of hearing and listen
inwardly the perfectly unified and Intrinsic Sound […].
This is the only way to Nirvana, and it has been followed by all the
Tathagatas (Enlightened) of the past. Moreover, it is for all the Bodhisattvas, Mahasattvas of the present and for all in the future if they
hope to attain a perfect Enlightenment. Not only did Avalokiteshvara
attain perfect Enlightenment in the past by this Golden Way, but I
also am one of them.”85
How is sound created?
ALEXANDER. With the friction of two objects.
BOGOMIL. That’s how physical sound is created, which is the
vibration of air. The inner Sound, on the other hand, differs from the
external sound. Transcendental Sound is entirely subtle. It is pure
consciousness. It has no beginning or end. Ancient Indian rishis called it Jnana or true knowledge, Zarathustra called it Sraosha or the
principle of eternal life, the Greeks named it Logos,86 Pythagoras cal85 Kirpal Singh, 2003: 58–62.
86 Some experts and scholars argue that the writings about sound are symbolic.
The word Logos, used by the Greeks, was distorted and misinterpreted as reason,
order or light. The terms with the same meaning as Logos are found in literature of other nations and traditions and have a spiritual, mystical meaning. They
are not therefore a metaphorical expression. The wise men who had their own
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led it the Music of the Spheres, the Chinese called it Tao, Gautama
Buddha said it was Buddhi, the Sufis, the Sauti-I-Sarmadi or Nida-I-Asmani.
In Gatha Ushtavaiti, Zarathustra talks about the Sound thus:
“Thus I reveal the Word (Sound),
Which the most Unfolded One has taught me,
The Word (Sound) which is the best for mortals to listen to.
Whosoever shall render obedience
And steadfast attention unto me,
Will obtain for his own self the all-embracing
Whole Being and Immortality;
And with the help of the holy Divine Spirit
Will realise Ahura Mazda.”87
ALEXANDER. What you’re describing is utterly new to me, but
exceptionally interesting nonetheless.
BOGOMIL. Sound is light, life, knowledge, nectar and love. Hermes Trismegistus also speaks of Logos in his Corpus Hermeticum:
“Thereon out of the Light a Holy Word (Logos) descended on that
nature and upwards to the height from the moist nature leaped forth
pure fire […]. Consider this as well, my son, that these two things
God hath bestowed on man above all other living beings – both mind
and Word (Logos) equal to immortality. And if one uses these for
what he ought, he will differ not a whit from the immortals. On departing from the body, he will be guided by them unto the choir of
gods and blessed ones.”88
The Stoics taught that there is a universal, divine principle, Logos,
which is the cause of everything and permeates all that lives. It was
there at the beginning, and will eventually perfect all things.
ALEXANDER. What does the Tibetan Book of the Dead say about
Sound?

spiritual experience clearly explained the true meaning of these terms – the
significance of the inner Sound.
87 Kirpal Singh, 2003: 70.
88 Hermes Trismegistus, 2013: I.5, XII.12.
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BOGOMIL. Both Sound and Light are mentioned: “O nobly born,
when thy body and mind were separating, thou must have experienced a glimpse of the Pure Truth, subtle, sparkling, bright dazzling,
glorious, and radiantly awesome. […] From the midst of that radiance, the natural Sound of Reality, reverberating like a thousand thunders simultaneously sounding, will come. That is the natural sound
of thine own real Self.”89
ALEXANDER. And what is the Voice of Silence, spoken of by
Theosophists?
BOGOMIL. That’s what they called the inner Sound.
ALEXANDER. How can we hear this Sound? Can anyone hear it?
And how can you be sure it doesn’t come from the mind?
BOGOMIL. I see you’re still in doubt and are trying hard to get to
the bottom of things. His face lit up with a smile.
I too was rather sceptical and didn’t believe until I experienced it
myself, until I heard the Sound within me.
One of the Indian wise men tells us that he studied Indian philosophy and the scriptures of all the major religions. After many years of
searching, when he had practiced numerous meditation and yoga
techniques, he came to the conclusion that there is no higher reality.
Shortly after, a friend told him about a Master, but he refused to go
to him. After some time, however, he decided to attend his lecture.
Following a few personal sessions with the Master, his doubts were
dispersed and he began to meditate on the inner Sound. He was elevated to the higher planes of existence and felt immense peace and
bliss within.
ALEXANDER. Obviously, great Souls, such as this seeker of truth,
also had doubts regarding the matter. I’m glad I’m not the only one.
BOGOMIL. Sound is all-pervasive. It’s the Soul of all that exists.
But one cannot hear it until one receives the ability of inner listening
and his Soul, the consciousness, is awoken.
Wise men say that the Supreme Being is calling us home, but we
cannot hear Him. The Sound of a Friend, a Beloved, resounds everywhere. When the Soul listens to inner Music, it is elevated from the
physical and subtle bodies and travels onto spiritual planes from

89 The Tibetan Book of the Dead, 2000: 104.
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whence Sound derives. It is here that an enchanting melody can be
heard.
Hafez has this to say about the latter: “The Sound is coming
from the Divine Home. Why are you entangled in the snares of the
world?”90
Unfortunately, people know nothing of the beautiful inner
Music, so similar to the gentle waves lapping on the shore, sounds
of a waterfall or seashell, the sound of bells, violins, organs, flutes,
harps, bagpipes, and other instruments. An entire orchestra can be
heard and other sounds that are unknown to this world.
ALEXANDER. The whole of creation can therefore be described
as a wonderful concert.

The harmony of the universe
BOGOMIL. Orpheus was a mystical poet, musician and prophet
who, in comparison with Homer’s heroes, had a more internalised
and spiritual lifestyle. The stories about him tell of how he enchanted
not only people, but also birds, fish, wild beasts, all living beings, and
even stones with his music. Lions and tigers obeyed him. He tried
to save his wife Eurydice from Hades with his divine music. He also
gifted humanity with knowledge of medicine and agriculture.
Another great Greek mystic, Pythagoras, played a seven string
lyre and knew of inner Music as well. He talked about Music reverberating from various spheres, subtle worlds. What the Syrian philosopher Iamblichus said about Pythagoras is that only he has heard
and understood universal harmony – Music of the Spheres, which is
more beautiful than any symphony composed by man.91
In his teachings, Pythagoras explained how opposite elements in
the universe are in total harmony. The universe is formed by numbers, not only as a whole, but also each single thing in it. The universe
is the cosmos, “order”. There is an order that governs the universe,
90 Sawan Singh, 1989: 132.
91 Pythagoras: His Life and Teachings, 2010: 182–183.
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which can be understood by our intellect. Nothing is the result of coincidence. Everything plays out in accordance with divine order. All
that can be discovered is made of numbers and is harmonious. Stars
create sound with their movement and overtake each other at various speeds. All this is occurring in harmony. The entire universe is a
harmony – music. He spoke of a cosmic harmony. The universe, with
its harmonious nature, emits the music of the spheres. Additionally,
there is also the Universal Harmony or the Music of the Spheres, which cannot be heard by human ears.92
Both Pythagoras and Plato (in Timaeus) spoke of a universal
harmony. The German mathematician and astronomer, Johannes
Kepler, wrote five books on the subject, Harmonices mundi. He says
that the Creator is the master of cosmic sounds. The orbits of the
planets move in elliptic rather than circular orbit, creating sounds
that are even more beautiful. Their elliptic orbits may be surprising,
but even more surprising is that from countless possible orbits, those
which oscillate in the ratio of integers were selected.93
Giordano Bruno said that the best and most noble things in the
world take place when the entire universe is in perfect harmony with
respect to all its parts.94 In his work, On the Infinite Universe and the
Worlds, he wrote: “This I think was the meaning of the sage who
declared that God created harmony out of sublime contraries; and of
that other who believed this whole universe to owe existence to the
strife of the concordant and the love of the opposed.”95
ALEXANDER. Do present day astronomers also talk about a
harmony in the universe?
BOGOMIL. They’ve discovered that every planet has its own
sound. Isaac Asimov spoke of pulsars, flashing stars, which are the
most remarkable transmitters of sound. Some emit drum-like sounds,
others those of castanets, or that of a gramophone needle. These
sounds are ever-changing. At times they are louder, then quieter. The

92 Pythagoras: His Life and Teachings, 2010: 174–175 and Iamblicus’ Life of Pytagoras,
1818, XV.
93 Joachim-Ernst Berendt, 1991: 60.
94 Giordano Bruno, 1964, part two, I.
95 Giordano Bruno, 2014.
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universe is filled with sounds and rhythms, pulsars, quasars, supernovas, red giants, white dwarfs, and the Sun.96
Astronaut Edgar Mitchell, who took part in the space expedition
of Apollo in January 1971, wrote: “What I experienced during that
three-day trip home was nothing short of an overwhelming sense of
universal connectedness. I actually felt what has been described as an
ecstasy of unity. […] And there was the feeling that our presence as
space travellers, and the existence of the universe itself, was not accidental, but that there was an intelligent process at work. I perceived
the universe as in some way conscious. The thought was so large it
seemed at the time inexpressible, and to a large degree it still is.”97
German musicologist Hans Kayser studied harmony with a scientific approach. He says that the idea of the harmony of the spheres is
as old as humanity itself. Records of it exist in myths, poetry, astrology and astronomy of ancient cultures. But Kepler was the first to
prove it scientifically. He explained that the planets are in harmony
and that they emit music. He discovered the famous Third Law on
Planetary Motion by means of octave reduction. He was thinking like
a musician. His harmonious relationships are spiritual truths.
German philosopher and theologian Thomas M. Schmidt talks
about how in antiquity it was believed that all earthly music was only
an echo of a heavenly harmony. What’s interesting is that the same
mathematical proportions are the basis of musical sounds and planetary movements. Long before there was human music on Earth, the
mathematical images of sounds existed which derive from the cosmic, celestial plane. Therefore, the harmony has a universal character.
It regulates the movements of planets, the macrocosm. The proportions of musical tones and cosmos are interconnected.98
John Dryden wrote:
“From harmony, from heavenly harmony
This universal frame began:
From harmony to harmony

96 Joachim-Ernst Berendt, 1991: 59.
97 Edgar Mitchell, 2008: 5.
98 Joachim-Ernst Berendt, 1991: 62–65.
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Through all the compass of the notes it ran,
The diapason closing full in Man.”99
Scientists100 have managed to record the sound of a rose blooming.
It is similar to the sound of organs, Bach’s toccata. They discovered
how plants in meadows, fields and forests perish if their vibrations
are not in harmony.
In a meadow, millions of flowers and blades of grass emit sounds,
creating tunes that unite into a magnificent polyphony.
But sound can also be destructive. Pumpkins were planted in two
greenhouses. In the first, these were exposed to European classical
music and they grew all over the radio that was playing it. In the
second greenhouse, the pumpkins were exposed to rock music and
their growth turned in the opposite direction, away from the source.
They grew up the slippery glass, determined to escape from the glass
cage.101
ALEXANDER. If people could grasp the power of sound, they
probably wouldn’t make so much noise.
BOGOMIL. Disharmony, especially in music, has a negative effect
on humans. The Sufi teacher and musician Hazrat I. Khan said that
when one looks at the cosmos, the movements of the stars and planets, the laws of vibration and rhythm – all perfect and unchanging
– it shows that the cosmic system is working by the law of music,
the law of harmony. Whenever harmony in the cosmos is lacking in
any way, then in proportion disasters come about in the world. Its
influence is seen in many destructive forces which manifest in the
world.102
“As above, so below,” is what ancient wisdom says. We know the
sound “above”, the sound of the universe, which Pythagoras and
Kepler talked about. Today, astronomy is revealing new harmonious
relations, not only in our solar system, but in many others as well.
But what about the sound “below” that resonates in the world of
cells, genes, DNA and RNA, in the atom and its particles? There is
99
100
101
102

John Dryden, 2003: 317.
Scientists have been conducting spectroscopic studies (photo-acoustics).
Joachim-Ernst Berendt, 1991: 77–79.
Hazrat Inayat Khan, 1996: 13.
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more harmony in these than anywhere else. Quantum physicists have
discovered that in the atom, around its nucleus, are circular lines by
which particles travel.
German musicologist Wilfried Krüger made a few interesting
discoveries. He found that the atomic number of oxygen is eight, the
same as the octave. Eight oxygen electrons in the atomic shell and
eight protons in its nucleus form a C major scale. The spin103 of particles accurately denotes semitones and tones. Spin - 1/2 is a semitone, and spin +1/2 is a full tone; the negative spin lies on the fourth and
eighth step, precisely where the C major scales F and C indicate semitones.
Harmony in the microcosm becomes even more astonishing
when one finds that the nucleus of the oxygen atom with its protons
has twelve steps. This is the exact number of intervals in the scale of
the atomic model. Commonly, seven intervals are full and five empty,
just like the seven tones and five semitones on the musical scale.
Krüger came to similar conclusions when studying other atoms.
The electron shell of the carbon (atom) created the C-D-E-F-G-A
musical scale, which is the hexachord of the Gregorian chorales. The
entire microcosm is in harmony. The long threads of nucleic acids in
the DNA are constructed exactly as the Pythagorean tetraktys and
the four-fold division of the octave.
In his quantum theory, Max Planck, who was also very interested in music, explains that the energy of an atomic particle does not
change gradually, but suddenly, just like aliquot tones jump from
one integer to another. It’s no coincidence that two great scientists
who gave an explanation of the macro and micro world, Kepler and
Planck, were interested in both physics and music.104
ALEXANDER. I was rather taken aback by the discovery of quantum physicists who say that matter is not as solid as it seems. British physicist Arthur Edington found that substance is essentially an
empty space, 99.999 percent of space is empty. Because of the velocity of electrons that circulate around the nucleus of an atom, we are
convinced that the physical world is made of matter and is solid. But
substance is not substance at all. Not even the smallest of particles are
103 “Spin” is the rotation of a particle around its own axis.
104 Joachim-Ernst Berendt, 1991: 67–71.
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substance, but are most commonly seen as waves, vibrations. Substance or matter therefore doesn’t exist.
BOGOMIL. Vedanta, an Indian mystical tradition, speaks of the
material world as an illusion, since it will no longer exist when all beings are spiritually awakened and have returned to their source. The
physical universe exists for as long as there is a mind. When we transcend the mind and rise above the material planes, these no longer
exist for us, for we then live in an infinite world of pure consciousness.
Before the creation of physical and subtle worlds, all that existed
was transcendental Sound. It is the power that creates, maintains and
controls everything. Without it, nothing exists. It is present in every
form of life and permeates everything, both visible and invisible.
Laozi said Sound is an eternal principle of life. “Great Tao overflows
everything – it runs in all directions. All things depend on Tao.”105
ALEXANDER. Is the sound, discussed within scientific circles,
the so-called “subtle Sound”?
BOGOMIL. No, it’s the physical sound, its physical form. The
Sound that wise men talk about is the subtle, it is pure consciousness.
ALEXANDER. How are the physical and subtle sounds connected?
BOGOMIL. We can hear various sounds on different levels of existence. In this world, the physical sound can be heard, but at subtle
levels sound is very fine. All forces in nature depend on the function
of transcendental Sound. Life forces that are the source of various
energies – electric, mechanic, magnetic and nuclear, are just one of its
manifestations. Physical sound can be heard with our ears. However,
we cannot hear the finely tuned melodies of the inner Sound until we
have gained inner hearing.
ALEXANDER. If I understand you correctly, only one type of
sound exists in this physical world, while at subtle levels, which
are above the material cosmos, a completely different sound can be
heard.
BOGOMIL. We know the physical sound that is external, material.
It can be found in stone and wood, seemingly inanimate things. Everything in nature consists of atoms that are constantly in motion; their
105 Lao Tzu, 2011: 34.
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vibrations are the cause of rhythmic sound. As we’ve already mentioned, this has already been proven by scientists. At higher, subtle levels
of creation, however, we can hear the Sound that is subtle, nonmaterial, made of pure consciousness. It has infinite life force and
raises the Soul to a higher level of existence.

The awakening of inner sight and hearing
ALEXANDER. If sound pervades all that lives, everyone should
be able to hear it.
BOGOMIL. Although it resonates within us all, we cannot hear
it. While restlessness and turmoil reside in the mind, while we remain trapped by contradictory tendencies and are tossed around by
waves of desires, we will be unable to perceive the subtle rhythmic
vibrations and experience true love. The Supreme Consciousness is
love. Transcendental Sound, which springs from this Consciousness,
is also love.
Inner Sound cannot be heard with the ears, but with inner hearing, with the Soul. No worldly knowledge, intelligence or wisdom can
help us in this endeavour.
Heraclitus said: “Listening not to me but to the Logos (Sound), it
is wise to agree that all things are one.”106
ALEXANDER. Can any records on subtle Sound be found in
western scriptures?
BOGOMIL. The Gospel of John opens with: “In the beginning
was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God.
It was with God in the beginning, through It all things came to be,
not one thing has its existence but through It.” In The Essene Gospel
of Peace it is written: “In the beginning was the Sound and the Sound
was with God and the Sound was God.” 107
106 Heraclitus, 1954: 65.
107 The Jerusalem Bible, 1974, John 1:1-3. In The Essen Gospel of Peace, instead of
“Word”, the term “Sound” is used. The Book of Wisdom 9: 1 says: “God of our
ancestors, Lord of mercy, who by your Word have made all things [...].”
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Glossary
AMAR DAS (1479–1574)
was an Indian wise man and mystic known for his great wisdom. Even
the Moghul king Akbar the Great came to him for advice. With his help,
the town of Goindwal in Punjab became a centre of learning. A great
community was founded there. Amar Das taught that Man can live an
ordinary life and advance spiritually at the same time. He promoted
equality among people irrespective of their caste and stood for women’s
rights in society. He added his own hymns to the anthology of the mystics
Nanak and Angad.
AMIR KHUSRAU (1253–1325)
was born in the Indian state of Uttar Pradesh. He was a musician, poet,
scholar and mystic. Even as a child, Khusrau was very clever and talented.
He began writing poetry when he was eight years old. After the death
of his father, his family moved to Delhi where he was a poet and court
musician to eight rulers. His poems and legends became part of Indian
culture and those of neighbouring countries. His spiritual Master was the
famous Sufi mystic Nizamuddin Auliya.
ARJAN DEV (1563–1606)
was an Indian mystic who added his verses to anthologies of hymns written
by his predecessors. He founded many villages and towns. The Moghul
king Akbar the Great considered him and his predecessors as social
reformers. They were convinced that all mankind is one brotherhood and
we should help each other. Following Akbar’s death, Jahangir, who took the
crown, had him imprisoned and tortured to death. The Master’s message
of peace and love during these tragic times, when Moghuls committed
many barbaric atrocities, was very comforting and gratifying. Because
of the purity of Arjan’s spiritual message and his exceptional popularity,
members of various religions, yogis, holy men, etc. became his disciples.
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ASTRAL WORLD
The astral world is a subtle world that lies above the physical universe. It
is where Souls go after death. Some Souls enjoy the fruits of their good
deeds, other suffer to repay the consequences of their bad deeds. They are
then once again given human bodies, which allow them to continue their
development.
CONSCIOUSNESS
is present in all living beings. There is the individual consciousness and
the Consciousness which is without form. The Supreme Consciousness,
the Supreme Being, God, the highest Power are synonyms. The Supreme
Consciousness, God, is the essence of all beings, the source of all that exists,
and at the same time it transcends all creation, is absolute transcendence.
HAFEZ from Shiraz (1325–1389)
was one of the greatest Persian poets and mystics. He was a court poet of
King Abu Ishaq and gained wide popularity. He had a spiritual Master
Attar, who had introduced him to meditation and after forty years attained
self-realisation. During the last nine years of his life, he wrote many
verses, more than half of which are ghazels (lyric poems). His collections
of poems are those of an enlightened man who had become one with God.
JAKOB BOEHME (1575–1624)
was a German mystic and theologian. He had had mystical experiences
from a very young age. His most renowned works, like Aurora, Mysterium
Magnum, On Election to Grace, etc. had a huge impact on the intellectual
circles of Protestant Europe. Boehme also greatly influenced Romanticism.
His works were read by the poets John Milton, Novalis, William Blake
and Samuel T. Coleridge and inspired philosophers, the likes of Hegel,
Schelling, Schopenhauer, Heidegger and also Carl G. Jung. Hegel once
said that Boehme was the first German philosopher.
JALALUDDIN MUHAMMAD RUMI or MEVLANA RUMI (1207–1273)
was the greatest Persian poet and mystic. He was born in the town of
Balkh, today’s Afghanistan. The Mongol invasion forced his family to
move to the Middle East and settle in Anatolia, Konya. He studied in Syria
for seven years and became a renowned teacher upon his return to Konya.
A great turning point in his life came when he met the travelling dervish
Shams Tabriz, who became his spiritual Master and revealed to him divine
secrets. Shams lived with his family for five years before travelling on.
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Rumi wrote prose works such as Fihi Ma Fih (It Is What It Is), The Letters
and Seven Sermons, Diwan-e Shams-e Tabrizi, and his extensive work
Masnavi, which consists of six books and is considered a jewel of Persian
literature. In his verses, he describes Man’s condition, speaks of divine
Light and Music that connect the human Soul with God, about various
levels of love, the final being when the lover and the Beloved become one.
Rumi taught that the Soul, which has descended onto a lower plane, is in
the process of awakening and is getting closer and closer to God. He was
one of the greatest spiritual Masters who taught how inner Music, which
can be heard by the Soul, helps the seeker of truth to attain self-realisation
and experience boundless love.
KABIR or KABIR DAS (1398–1518)
was one of the greatest and most popular Indian poets and mystics. The
circumstances surrounding his birth are shrouded in mystery. He had been
experiencing states of ecstasy from a very young age. He was a spiritual
Master who denounced rituals, sacrifices, superstition and asceticism. He
was also a severe critic of the caste system and all forms of discrimination.
Due to his fearlessness, noble teachings and the exceptional attractiveness
of his persona, which attracted the masses like a magnet, some authors
compared him to the Buddha. The depth of his verses touches the Soul and
the heart and are unique in their simplicity and style. He strove to awaken
people from their false sense of security, insincerity, their naive beliefs and
made them aware that they are captives of the mind. He lived one hundred
and twenty years. Many stories speak of his greatness, spiritual power and
supernatural abilities. The most famous of them tells how he was accused
of organising a rebellion. He was imprisoned and brought in chains in
front of Sultan Sikander Lodi. Kabir refused to bow to the Sultan, saying
he only bows to God. He was sentenced to death. First, they threw him
into the Ganges River, then into fire and in front of a wild elephant that
was supposed to trample him, but each time he was miraculously saved.
In the end, it was the Sultan who bowed to him.
KIRPAL SINGH (1894–1974)
was an Indian wise man and mystic. Early on in his life his search for the
truth had brought him to the Sufis, yogis and various masters. He practiced
yoga and meditation and expressed love and compassion toward everyone
from a young age. During a flu epidemic, he visited hospitals and helped
the sick. He studied the scriptures of all religions, philosophy and the
works of mystics. After many years of searching, he began seeing visions
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of a white-bearded man in his meditations. This lasted seven years. Upon
meeting the man in person, he recognised him as his spiritual Master.
Kirpal Singh worked for the Indian government and had three children.
Following the death of his Master, he went to Rishikesh to meditate and
became his successor. He later founded an ashram in Delhi, a refuge for
both western and eastern seekers of the truth. Many renowned scientists
and professors attended his lectures in Europe and the United States.
Some of them became his disciples. He gave numerous lectures and wrote
many books that were translated into a number of languages: The Crown
of Life, Naam or Word, The Wheel of Life, The Mystery of Death, The Night
is a Jungle, Godman, The Teachings of Kirpal Singh: The Holy Path, SelfIntrospection and Meditation, Morning Talks, etc.
LAOZI
was a Chinese mystic and philosopher who reportedly lived during the
sixth century B.C. There are many legends about his life of which little is
known. As an archivist in a dying dynasty, he decided to travel to the West.
He wrote Tao Te Ching, a book of eighty-one sayings on the indescribable
and unfathomable Tao.
MAHABHARATA
is the longest Indian epic ever written. It contains one hundred thousand
stanzas or more than two hundred thousand verses. It is written in Sanskrit.
It was compiled by Vyasa and was finished by the fourth century. The
central theme is the battlefield of Kurukshetra, where the battle between
Kauravas and Pandavas takes place. It contains the doctrine of four aims
one should strive for: proper action (dharma), prosperity (artha), pleasure
(kama) and liberation (moksha). The aim of human life is liberation. The
most famous part of the epic is the dialogue between Lord Krishna and
Prince Arjuna, known as Bhagavad Gita.
MENTAL or CAUSAL WORLD
is the second subtle world above the physical universe. It is a residence of
the individual and universal mind. Various types of beings live here, like
gods, goddesses, angels, etc. It is the level to which the law of cause and
effect, the law of karma, extends.
MIND
consists of two parts: the lower and higher mind. The lower mind is
connected to the senses, while the higher thinking mind, also known as the
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intellect, has the capability to make logical deductions, to analyse, estimate,
differentiate, make decisions, has the ability of intuitive comprehension,
and is connected to the consciousness. All our impressions, which are
consequences of our past actions, are accumulated in the mind. One part
of the mind is also the ego, the false self, which is focused on itself and
credits itself on every deed performed.
NANAK (1469–1539)
was an Indian wise man and mystic. He was born near the town of Lahore.
He was an exceptionally gifted child who often posed questions to his
teachers. From a very young age he had been immersed in meditation
for long hours. He debated with Muslim and Hindu holy men who lived
in the forest surrounding his village. One day he went to the river for a
swim and did not reappear on the surface. People were convinced that he
had drowned. But a few days later he reappeared. His eyes on his shining
face were glowing with indescribable light. Nanak became an enlightened
man. As a spiritual Master, he travelled throughout India, Sri Lanka, and
Central Asia to Baghdad. He founded a community in Kartarpur, Punjab,
which was revolutionary at the time.
NIRVANA (Nibbāna in Pali)
is the state of total calmness of the mind, the cessation of all desires. The
fire of desire or attachment (raga) is extinguished, resistance (dvesha) and
ignorance (avidya) are eliminated and the person experiences liberation
(moksha). The Buddha said that earthly life is filled with sorrow and pain.
He spoke of the four noble truths and the eightfold path of righteousness.
With meditation we can achieve liberation, a state of nirvana or complete
awareness.
PYTHAGORAS (570–495 B.C.)
was one of the greatest Greek wise men and scholars. He was revered and
admired from a young age. Upon returning from his travels around Egypt,
Babylon, Persia and India he attracted the masses with his wisdom and
great inner power. His school consisted of an outer circle of students who
studied different sciences and the inner circle in which they meditated.
They lived in a community. Pythagoras observed how his disciples coped
with anger, desires, and other inclinations of our lower nature. He said
that the most important thing in life is to cleanse the mind. Without this,
one cannot learn anything good and true. He taught that the Music of the
Spheres pervades the whole of creation and that it can be heard within
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us all. Inner Music or the Music of the Spheres is a remedy that cleanses
the mind, liberates us from all bad tendencies, such as grief, anger, pity,
fear, sullenness, lust, and all desires. He wrote many works that were later
destroyed. Pythagoras said that he came to the world to heal and help
humanity. He awakened his disciples’ Souls and opened their divine eyes.
Only in this way can one see the truth.
RAM DAS (1534–1581)
was an Indian mystic. Very little is known of his life. He was born in
Lahore, a town in western India. From a young age he associated with
seekers of the truth until he found his spiritual Master. Ram Das founded
the town of Amritsar.
SANKHYA
is one of six Indian schools of philosophy, also called a rationalist school.
Sankhya is dualistic, as it claims that the cosmos consists of two principles,
purusha or the consciousness and prakriti or nature, matter. Jiva (living
being) is a consciousness that is trapped in matter in a certain life form
and longs for liberation.
SAWAN SINGH (1858–1948)
was an Indian mystic and wise man. Even as a youngster he associated with
yogis, seekers of the truth and holy men. He studied civil engineering. He
was interested in spiritual literature. In addition to family life and his job,
he dedicated his time to meditation and achieved complete awareness.
He travelled all over India and taught people to rise above the mind and
senses in order to discover the mystery of life and death. He enchanted the
hearts of his listeners with his remarkably powerful speeches. He taught
that all people are interconnected with the bonds of love and that the
cause of hatred and violence lie in an erroneous interpretation of reality
and the wrong way of life.
SHAMS TABRIZ (1185–1248)
was a Persian mystic. He started studying the Quran and the law at a young
age. His father and uncle were excellent lawyers. They sent him to school in
Tabriz. Shams had a natural gift for metaphysical subjects and completed
his studies very quickly. He wrote the work Maqalat (The Conversations).
He travelled and made a living with weaving. Shams says that joy is pure
water, wherever it flows, flowers miraculously bloom; sadness is like a
flood, wherever it occurs, flowers wither away. He travelled all the time, so
he was called “the flying Shams”.
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UPANISHADS
are a collection of texts that consist of the realisations of rishis or mystics
and translate as “the secret teachings” given to the one “who sits near the
teacher”. The Upanishads are the basis on which all Indian religions and
philosophies are founded. There are more than two hundred Upanishads,
which were mostly written between 1000 and 600 B.C. They explore the
following topics: the highest Reality, which is the Brahman; the true Self
or Atman, which is aware of himself and is independent of the mind, the
intellect; the oneness of Brahman and Atman or Self; karma and rebirth;
how to get rid of all attachment and experience inner joy; how to overcome
death and achieve oneness with highest Reality, etc. The language is simple
and straightforward. Under the guidance of a spiritual Master the seeker
is taught about the true nature of his Self and the world. A person can be
freed only by recognising the oneness of Atman or higher Self with the
transcendental principle, Brahman. The goal of life is to enjoy the freedom
and bliss that can be achieved in this lifetime.
VEDANTA
is one of the six Indian schools of philosophy. It is the most renowned
and represents Indian philosophy in general. Its doctrine is based on
the Principal Upanishads, the Brahma Sutra and the Bhagavad Gita. The
oldest Vedanta school is Advaita Vedanta, which teaches that we live in
ignorance, avidya, because we know only a multitude of different life
forms, the world of duality, which is an illusion, maya. The real knowledge,
vidya, is revealed to us only when we realise the eternal, absolute essence
of all things, the all-pervasive Consciousness, which is beyond duality.
It discusses the relationship between Brahman or the highest Reality,
Atman or the Soul and Prakriti, ever-changing material universe. Vedanta
explains the unity between Atman and the Absolute Reality, Brahman. The
goal is to get to know the real Self, Atman, which is pure consciousness,
to liberate ourselves from the world of relativity and to merge with the
Absolute, which can be achieved with the help of a spiritual Master.
VEDAS
are the oldest Sanskrit religious texts that include many sciences, such
as grammar, mathematics, astronomy, cosmology, physics, architecture,
ayurveda (medicine), psychology, music, arts, and all secular sciences.
Vyasa is the compiler of the Vedas. The oldest is Rigveda, followed by
Samaveda, Yajurveda and Atharvaveda. They consists of three main
elements: The natural and cosmic phenomena, the supernatural power of
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gods, and Man’s freedom. Man tries to explain and control the external
world. The Vedas speak of a cosmic and moral order reigned over by the
gods.
ZARATHUSTRA (Zoroaster in Greek)
was a Persian sage and mystic. He lived in the 18th century B.C. The
legend says that at birth he laughed instead of crying. He was very wise
from a young age and debated with teachers. When he was sixteen, he
was completely indifferent to worldly pleasures. He felt great love and
compassion for all living beings. At the age of twenty, he left his home
and went to seek real knowledge and spent most of his time meditating.
By the age of thirty, he saw a shining being Vohu Manah, who taught him
about Ahura Mazda (Wise Spirit), Angra Mainyu (Hostile Spirit) and
received further revelations. His teachings were collected in the Gathas
and the Avesta. Zarathustra taught the path of truth (asha). He says that
everyone has to choose right, the divine order, or wrong, ignorance, and
is responsible for his decisions and his deeds. By thinking good thoughts,
saying good words, and doing good deeds we increase the divine force
asha or arta in ourselves and in the world and are on the path to become
one with the Creator. He travelled all the way to China to deliver his
message to the people. When King Vishtaspa from Bactria became his
disciple, Zarathustra’s teachings spread far and wide.
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